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Ken Otto,
Owner of
Jasper Equipment
& Supply

By Rick Mullen
Maintenance Sales News Associate Editor

Jasper Equipment & Supply, Jasper, IN

M

Empowering Employees To Keep Customers & Repeat Business
any businesses
agree the willingness to adapt and
embrace change,
as the world and
the marketplace constantly evolve,
is a key to continued growth and
prosperity.
Such is the case with Jasper
Equipment & Supply, of Jasper,
IN, a full-service janitorial/sanitation
distributor located in southern Indiana about 120 miles southwest of Indianapolis and a little more than 60
miles northeast from Evansville, IN.
“Business has been great. Three
years ago, we elected, as a company,
to make some big changes,” said
Jasper Equipment & Supply Sales
Manager Leslie Otto, during a recent interview with Maintenance Sales News
Magazine at the company’s facility in Jasper. “We gave all of our employees the
opportunity to be a part of our new vision — some stayed and some didn’t.”
Owner Ken Otto, Leslie Otto’s father, purchased the business in 1995, which,
at that time, was essentially a start-up.
“We started with two little 10-foot racks,” Ken Otto said. “From there, we built
the company with flat-out hard work, and doing whatever it took to expand by
gaining customers and winning their trust.”
Since the beginning, one of the company’s foundational principles has to do with
how the company treats customers.
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“It is all about hard work and
treating people the way you want
to be treated,” Ken Otto said. “That
is what we do and that is the focus of
our company. Will people buy from
someone who treats them badly?
Will they come back? — no. That is
something of which we, as a company, are extremely aware. If we sell
something that isn’t right and we
don’t fix it, is the customer going to
come back? — no. We do make
mistakes, but we go out of our way
to correct them.”
Building on the foundational principal of “treating people the way you
want to be treated,” the company’s
effort to recreate itself during the
past three years has centered around
empowering employees and establishing a company culture based on teamwork,
Ken Otto explained.
“I believe complacency can easily become the norn in many companies, especially smaller ones like ours. Knowing this, we decided to really push forward and
recreate ourselves. It can be incredibly scary, but, in doing that, we have established
a fantastic team,” Leslie Otto said.
Part of the team concept involves employees identifying their strengths and
weaknesses, while creating a shared vision of where the company wants to go.
Locking into this company-wide vision gives employees a sense of being an integral part of the distributorship, Leslie Otto said.
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“Our people feel that they are part of a successful team,” she said. “We have
seen the benefits that this type of culture reaps.”
Empowering employees to perform their jobs without being micromanaged
has also reaped benefits in the company’s revamping efforts. This approach
has made it possible for people to make critical decisions on their own, while
serving customers on a timely basis in today’s instant gratification culture.
“When we talk about empowerment, the only way I am going to keep this young
guy (speaking of 21-year-old Ben Popp, purchasing) is he has to feel part of the
company. Everybody needs to feel part of what we are trying to accomplish,” Ken
Otto said. “We consider everyone’s ideas. We don’t always agree, but we listen.
It is not about any one person, rather it is about the team. This is going to be
the key to our success moving on.
“If I come in and tell people what to do day-in and day-out — if I do all the talking — we wouldn’t be where we are today. It is their company.”
Popp added: “I’m in charge of the purchasing side of our business, which involves many elements. We all know our responsibilities. Everyone is a crucial piece
of the puzzle. I have to make quick decisions and make sure they are financially

right. We have to make sure we get the best products and services to our customers
in a timely manner.”
While there is no agreed upon consensus of the exact age group in which millennials fall, some experts say it generally ranges from about 18 to 35 years old.
According to the Pew Research Center, millennials are now the largest demographic in the workforce.
Two traits attributed to millennials, especially the younger ones, are they are attracted to urban centers and they tend to hold several jobs during their work lives.
Jasper Equipment & Supply’s team is well aware of these characteristics.
“A lot of millennials are coming into the workforce and they don’t want to live
in small towns,” Popp said. “They want to move to larger cities such Evansville,
Chicago or Indianapolis. It is really hard to appeal to 21-year-old millennials. There
has got to be a reason to stay. My reason to stay is I love these guys. I love this
team. There is a good work culture going on here. It is just a good place to be.
“Another thing I see with millennials my age is they get bored with things very
quickly. There are so many options and opportunities out there, so they just bounce
from one job to another, just for that instant gratification.”
The company also has veteran employees who
have devoted many years to the industry.
“We are trying to create a healthy mix,” Leslie
Otto said. “We have a couple of veteran employees who have been here since day one, and another who has been with us for more than 15
years. She has a wealth of knowledge, and we
try to utilize this gained experience in our dayto-day activities.
“We have also brought in people who, like
outside salesperson Frank Keifer, have
worked in industries we service, and can bring
that knowledge and expertise to the table. He has
been a crucial part of the team.
“I’m 30 and Ben (Popp) is 21, so we definitely
have some younger blood mixing with our more
veteran employees. The younger employees are
not always right, and the older people are not always right. It has been beneficial for the company to bring together the knowledge of the
older employees and the fresh ideas of the
younger generation. We don’t ever want to become stagnant.”
Jasper Equipment & Supply’s efforts to reinvent itself are paying dividends. Indeed, Ken
Otto sees the transformation as a new birth, so
to speak, for the company.
“This is our beginning. We are just getting
started,” he said. “It is truly about everybody
doing their part and challenging the one next to
him/her. Everybody talks about team, but not
everybody practices it. Again, it is all about
hard work and treating people the way you
want to be treated.”

H
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BUILDING A TEAM

oosiers are known for their love of basketball. Maintenance Sales News visited Jasper Equipment & Supply on the
cusp of the NCAA men’s and women’s end-ofthe-year tournaments, which culminates in
crowning national champions.
Those who follow the tournament have undoubtedly heard coaches talk about putting the
right pieces together on their teams to make a
championship run. Indeed, a common scene is
that of teams joining hands in the huddle before
a game and breaking with all the players saying,
“Team,” or another similar term to connote unity
of purpose.
In Jasper Equipment & Supply’s effort to
recreate itself, one critical aspect in building a
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While other systems seal their dust lifting adhesive between two
single-ply sheets, TrapEze’s proprietary adhesive is sprayed directly
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Easy logic.
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team culture is, as a college coach might say, putting the right pieces in place to that could create a lot of damage; therefore, we are very specific.”
make a successful run.
Kiefer agreed, “The company has been built on hard work, honesty and being
“We had to make crucial changes, such as making sure we had the correct staff fair to the customer. Anybody we would bring in must have those traits. Salesto carry out our vision,” Leslie Otto said. “We are also ensuring there is mutual re- people have to be willing to get their hands dirty. They have to be willing to
spect between our vendors and our team, giving us what we need to create and teach customers. We don’t want to just drop off products. We want to create
grow business. To us, it is all about giving the customer the best service, which is value for customers.”
only possible when these key elements come into play.
To further ensure a candidate is the right fit for its team culture, Jasper Equip“This year, as we made some of those tough changes, we started to really focus ment & Supply uses a DPI (dynamic personality inventory) personality assessment
on the team we created. We sat down individually with everyone and created called PXT Select™.
goals for the year based on their strengths,
“There are a lot of different personality analyrather than pushing people into positions
sis platforms, some of which are very basic,”
where they would not be at their best. We
Leslie Otto said. “The one we utilize is relafound out what people do well and have given
tively in-depth. It really shows how someone
them more responsibility in those areas.”
ticks. It shows how a person handles stress, as
Finding good qualified employees is an induswell as a positive situation. It establishes
try-wide challenge, and it is no different for
strengths and weaknesses, which typically don’t
Jasper Equipment & Supply. Furthermore, the
change much throughout a person’s life. It is a
Jasper area’s unemployment rate, one of the lowgreat way to place someone in a position where
est in the state, doesn’t help matters.
he/she has the best chance to succeed.”
“I think most companies have the same chalPROVIDING VALUE TO
lenges when it comes to hiring people. Jasper
MAINTAIN A LOYAL
does consistently have one of the lowest unemployment rates in the state of Indiana, and beCUSTOMER BASE
cause of that, we are constantly recruiting,”
Leslie Otto said. “We don’t have people walking
s Jasper Equipment & Supply recreates
through our doors asking for jobs. We have to go
it culture and business practices, one
out and find what we want, and we are very spefoundational principle has not changed
cific about the type of people we seek. We work
since Ken Otto opened the doors in 1995.
very hard to create a team environment, and we
“Customer service is our No. 1 priority at all
can’t bring in someone who is not going to fit
times, whether an employee is out on the street
our culture.”
or inside,” Leslie Otto said. “We talk about
As a company, Leslie Otto said, Jasper Equipcustomer service every day with our employees, no matter their position in the company,
ment & Supply is very focused on, and is keenly
making sure they understand.
aware of, its own strengths and weaknesses,
“As a result, when our people visit a customer
which allows it to better hone in on hiring the
they ask such questions as, ‘What can I do for
right people
you today? What kind of problems are you hav“Otherwise, I feel like it becomes a little
ing? What are your pain points? Where are you
blurry as to what a new hire’s responsibilities
Maintaining a clean warehouse is a high priority at Jasper Equipment
struggling and how can we help you to solve
might be,” she said. “Once we have identified
& Supply. Left to right are Ken Otto, owner; Leslie Otto, sales manager;
a need, and we have decided what a candidate
that problem?’ We try to find out how we can
Frank Kiefer, outside sales; and Ben Popp, purchasing.
must bring to the table to meet that need, we
be the person who makes a customer’s job
start looking.”
easier, as opposed to that salesman who just
Again, one of the most critical traits a candidate for a job at Jasper Equipment hovers, trying to just sell one more item. We want to find out how we can
& Supply must have is to be able to effectively function in a team environment.
distinguish our company from the competition.”
“We are not looking for ‘rock stars’ who are going to light the world on fire by
Keifer added that helping a customer become more efficient in today’s marketthemselves,” Leslie Otto said. “We are looking for someone who is going to work place is a huge plus when it comes to adding value.
“In today’s marketplace, many companies are pulling people out,” he said.
well with any one of us — going out together and playing off one another’s
“There are not as many housekeepers. There are not as many janitorial workers.
strengths and weaknesses.”
Also desired is a person who is willing to learn the nuts and bolts aspects of the Each of us are able to help customers get more done with fewer people.”
Part of that effort involves educating customers on what are the best products
jan/san industry, especially when it comes to product knowledge.
“At the end of the day, we are trying to generate sales. If we are bringing some- for their particular situations, and, furthermore, how to use them in the most effione onto our sales force, we need to make sure he/she is willing to become im- cient manner. Educating on proper cleaning techniques is also an important cog
mersed in the education that is really needed to be an asset in this industry,” Leslie in helping customers do more with less.
Otto said. “He/she can’t go out there and just ‘wing it’ everyday. Salespeople must
“Teaching is an important part of our approach, because we don’t want cusbe aggressive in the field. Bottom line, it is our core values that must be upheld. tomers to only know how to do something, we want them to also know why,”
We are an ethical company, and we make sure we show value to our customers Kiefer said.
every day. If we brought somebody on who didn’t reflect those same values,
Understanding that customers may need help solving problems, at all hours of
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the day and night, Jasper Equipment & Supply’s employees are ready and willing
to help.
“For example, a lot of companies do not want cleaning contractors in while they
are working. It is a nighttime job,” Kiefer said. “We get a lot of calls from people
in the middle of the night asking, ‘How do I fix this?’
“We also offer training services to cleaning contractors. We show contractors
how to make our products perform the best and how to become more efficient.
“It doesn’t matter what time of day it is,
we will schedule training. People ask,
‘How can you offer that?’ Any one of us
can train. Ken (Otto) told me the first week
on the job to wear old clothes, as I was
going to strip and wax floors. You have to
do these things. We all know how to do it,
so if my family has something going on a
particular night, I can call Ken (Otto), Ben
(Popp) or Leslie (Otto) and one of them
will conduct the training.
“Everyone in this company knows our
products well enough that they can
stand in front of a group and train. That
is one of the demands that we put on our
people.”
Leslie Otto added: “We are trying to inspire customers to keep coming back to us.
How do we keep that repeat business? —
our service. This involves showcasing the
culture of our company, down to a simple
greeting on the phone.”
The Jasper Equipment & Supply sales
Pictured are Tim Vogel, maintenance
team will conduct what it calls a site surand warehouse; Audrey Weisheit,
vey, especially with new customers, to help
accounting (above right); and
determine a program that will enhance efSharon Otto, customer service.
ficiencies.
“When we come into a facility, we are not just trying to sell individual products,
but rather we are seeking to create a program for the customer,” Leslie Otto said.
“We will conduct a site survey, and from that, gather what is needed to create a
program customized for the customer’s business. This way, we are not just going
in to sell toilet paper. We are going to figure out what chemicals, paper products,
liners, etc., a customer needs to create the most efficient and cost-saving program.
Then, we take it to the next level. We ask the customer, ‘Would you like for us to
create some sort of spreadsheet for you that will enable you to quickly send in orders to us?’
“We take it a little bit further for a lot of our big customers with a vendor management program. We go in a customer’s facility and make sure there is an adequate
amount of product on the shelves to operate effectively — an inventory check, essentially.
“We don’t want to classify all of our customers together. We have different approaches for different customers, but I think the main thing is creating a program
and conducting vendor management, making sure they have the products they need.”
Still another aspect of vendor management Jasper Equipment & Supply makes
available is helping customers place orders. This involves establishing minimums
and maximums for products to be ordered.
“We go in weekly, biweekly or monthly, depending on a customer’s usage, and
determine what is needed to maintain those pre-established levels all the time,”
Leslie Otto said. “We mail customers a copy of what is needed so they know what
is coming, and then they can send in their purchase orders based on that informa-

tion. So, it is minimal hands-on for the customer. It gives us another opportunity
to be of value.”
Showing value to customers to keep them coming back has become more difficult in modern times with the rise and popularity of ordering online. In addition,
many of the people in purchasing positions at companies are millennials, who are
known for preferring to do their own product research and ordering online.
Research indicates millennial buyers, if they agree to even meet with a salesperson, will likely ask, ‘Why should I buy
from you, when I can get the product online?’ Furthermore, if the millennial buyer
is of a mind to purchase from a distributor,
he/she will have likely researched the product online beforehand, and will tell the
salesperson exactly what he/she wants.
In this scenario, the product the millennial buyer thinks he/she needs, may not be
the best product for the job. This is where
the salesperson can offer advice based on
product knowledge and experience, thus
adding value.
“It is sometimes really difficult dealing
with a millennial buyer,” Leslie Otto said.
“How are we going to prove our worth? We
want to make sure we are showing our capabilities. We are never going to be able to
compete with Amazon, but what kind of
service and/or training comes with an online order? If something goes wrong, what
sort of guarantee is the customer going to
get with an online purchase? The majority
of the time the answer is none.
“So, we have to make sure we are staying relevant, and we are going to do so
by really showcasing our capabilities.”
When people order online, they typically receive products quickly. As was mentioned before, Jasper Equipment & Supply is picky about choosing vendors, as
they are relied upon to deliver products in a timely manner.
“We have to rely on our vendors to get items to us as quickly as possible,” Popp
said. “We keep our core products here, but there are some specialty items that we
rely on our vendors to get to us as quickly as they can. If we don’t get them in
quickly, customers will buy from somebody else.”
Another challenge that has cropped up in recent years, in addition to online
ecommerce, is competing with non-traditional players in the jan/san arena. That is
companies that offer cleaning products as a sideline to their primary business.
“I think most everybody is competing with those big players. I don’t think it is
specific to rural or urban areas,” Leslie Otto said. “Every day has its fair share of
challenges. It is always a challenge, no matter how we counteract it, of competing
with the ecommerce giants. Some of the ecommerce platforms have become so
customized that it is actually a nice shopping experience, so we have to combat
that trend.”
One way Jasper Equipment & Supply is positioning itself is by planning to expand its ecommerce platform, Leslie Otto said.
“We also want to continue to expand our lines, making sure we have the best offerings for our customers,” she said. “Being flexible is also important. As we deal
with the changes in the marketplace, whether it be millennial buyers, or ecommerce
or price fluctuations, we want to make sure we stay relevant by being competitive
and by adapting to change.”

(verb)
- to rise above or extend notably beyond ordinary limits...
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Embracing modern technology is another way Jasper Equipment & Supply is
adapting to the modern marketplace.
“One thing we have done over the past three years is invest in technology. A lot
of it is not something that can be seen on the street, but rather, things we have done
behind the scenes to make sure we can compete with those around us,” Leslie Otto
said. “Millennials grew up in a digital age, and they expect instant gratification. In
order to stay relevant, we have to make sure we keep up with technology.”
While salespeople are equipped with electronic tablets, they can also go “old
school,” if that is what the customer desires.
“If a customer needs to see videos, we can do that, but we also still can go ‘old
school’ with hands-on demos in the middle of the night or stripping and waxing
floors,” Kiefer said. “We are willing to do whatever it takes to meet a customer’s
needs and to solve problems.”
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DOING BUSINESS IN MIDDLE AMERICA

he city of Jasper, with a population of a little more than 15,000 people, is
the county seat of Dubois County. The city is located along the Patoka
River, and residents are proud of its German heritage, according to
www.jasperindiana.gov. Residents display such typical Midwestern ideals as hard
work, family values and community pride.
“Jasper embraces a lot of really great core values,” Leslie Otto said. “One thing
that I see is people here want to buy local. People are not always looking to buy
from an ecommerce giant. A lot of times they do want to buy from our company.”
In such tightknit, small Midwestern cities, people know their neighbors and family ties are important.
“People want to know who are your parents. They want to know what family
you came from, and that is great for us, because we are a family company,” Leslie
Otto said. “We are trying to make sure everyone knows our values are based on
hard work and family. We operate from an ethical platform that hasn’t changed in
22 years.
“We often have large companies we service call us and say, ‘I can get this product
online, but can you get it?’ Those companies give us that opportunity. Sometimes
it might take us a couple more days, but those are the kind of relationships we have
built, and that is the kind of community where we live and work.”

J

CUSTOMER SERVICE-ORIENTED DRIVERS

asper Equipment & Supply’s primary service area is a radius of about an hour
and a half drive from the city. The company services a wide array of customers.
“We are in the business of selling commodities and, therefore, I don’t see that
there are any industries that we shouldn’t touch,” Leslie Otto said. “In this industry,
everyone is selling to schools, health care and manufacturing, and we do as well.
However, we make sure we put an equal focus on all our customers. We know our
markets and we know what we do well, which is our focus.”
Popp added: “We are a small company. We don’t have branches all over Indiana. What we do, we do right, and we try to make sure, if we make a mistake, we correct it. We don’t ever say no to anyone, but we may question whether
it is going to be profitable to expand into a particular area.”
Leslie Otto added: “Because we are centrally located, we feel that it is very viable
for us to hit all the surrounding areas and go a little further out, without having to
add distribution centers like other companies.”
Jasper Equipment & Supply does deliver into nearby Illinois and Kentucky, but
those areas are not the primary focus of the company’s business.
In its delivery operation, the company’s trucks run on set daily routes.
“Customers know what day they can expect deliveries,” Leslie Otto said. “A lot

of times it works out as ‘next day,’ because some customers place orders the day
before they know their products are coming.”
Keifer added: “We work very hard to have each one of us in a different area
every day. No matter whose customer it is or where it is, we all try to stay out of
each other’s area that day. For example, if I’m going north, Ken (Otto) will go
south, a delivery truck will go east, another salesman will go west. We are not usually very far from a customer. If a customer calls with a problem, we can be there
within 30 or 40 minutes. If someone needs a special part, one of us is usually going
that direction and we can get it to them. We do whatever it takes to make things
happen.”
Typically, drivers interact with customers more than any other employee in a
distributorship. Therefore, it is not uncommon for them to be considered front line
ambassadors for their company.
“It all boils down to one thing — we train all of our employees to treat others
like they want to be treated,” Kiefer said. “Drivers are walking billboards for us.
Their appearance and customer service skills have to be the best.”
The company’s drivers are also trained to do more than just deliver products.
“Our truck drivers are able to solve problems,” Kiefer said. “They know
how to demo a machine. So, if we drop a machine off, our truck drivers can show
the people on the dock how to operate it. Back to that team atmosphere, our focus
is on customer service, no matter a person’s job title. Ben (Popp) specializes in
purchasing. I specialize in selling. But that doesn’t mean I won’t clean toilets. We
all have specialties, but, as a team, our job is to make sure customers are happy.”
Products slated for delivery are picked in the company’s immaculate 22,000square-foot warehouse.
“We make sure we have a very clean facility. It is something we work on every
day,” Leslie Otto said. “Because there is somewhat of a retail aspect to the company, the warehouse is set up so anyone in the office can go out there and know
exactly where to find a particular product.
“Each section houses a different type of item. They are manually picked. Then,
we conduct our checks and balances, which helps to eliminate mistakes.”
It is also said that drivers are the eyes and ears of a company, as they frequently
visit customers’ locations and can report anything they might see or hear out of the
ordinary. At Jasper Equipment & Supply, drivers fill that role, but so do other employees, as well.
“We have a 10- to 15-minute meeting at end of the day,” Leslie Otto said.
“That is when drivers can report if they saw something we need to be aware
of. It is also a platform for every employee to come back and say what they
saw that day. It could be about something that didn’t seem right, or an employee
might present something that went really great. We want to talk about our strengths
and weaknesses. We make sure warehouse personnel, drivers, salespeople, etc., are
included.”

W

GOING GREEN IN SOUTH CENTRAL INDIANA

hile they have been around for many years, and are cheaper and more
effective than ever before, the acceptance and usage of eco-friendly
“green” products can vary from region to region.
“This area is not as green forward as a lot of other places. We know this because
when we reach out in the industry by attending trade shows, etc., it has become
very evident that green is not as prominent here as it is in other locations,” Leslie
Otto said.
Nonetheless, Jasper Equipment & Supply carries green lines and employees are
constantly training and educating themselves on eco-friendly products and cleaning
techniques to keep on the forefront of that segment of the cleaning industry.
“We are constantly training ourselves on new green products and we are making
them readily available to our customers. We are catching the attention of some cus-

YOUR EXPECTATIONS...
4:56 PM

tomers who are a bit more forward thinking when it comes to green products, but
we are still dealing with a lot who, frankly, don’t always want to hear about them.
“I think sometimes it comes back to costs. When companies become more lucrative, we feel that maybe they start becoming more focused on green products.
A lot of smaller companies just can’t do a complete changeover.”
In-house, Jasper Equipment & Supply recycles plastics, cardboard and wooden skids.

A

PM PROGRAMS HELP BUSINESS

s its name implies, Jasper Equipment & Supply carries all types of equipment. The company also offers an equipment rental service.

“We carry many types of
equipment, from large floor
scrubbers to vacuums,”
Leslie Otto said. “We have
a rental fleet, and we use
our own equipment to regularly demonstrate how they
work in the field.
“Obviously, some of the
floor scrubbers and items
like that come at a high
price point. In order to generate equipment sales, we
need to take them out and
show our clientele how to
use them.”
Equipment downtime can
cost time and money. Jasper
Equipment & Supply offers
PM (preventive maintenance) programs to help
customers keep their equipment up and running.
“By helping set up a preventive maintenance program, we are showing additional value to our customers. Just like a car, we
perform minimal maintenance on a regular basis.”
For repairs that cannot be
made at a customer’s facility,
Jasper Equipment & Supply
will bring a piece of equipment back to its facility.
“We will load the item on
our truck and bring it in,”
Leslie Otto said. “We make
repairs in-house, including
brands we don’t carry.”

We consistently strive to work progressively and not reactively to the industry we
represent. It is important to always look forward, especially as times are evolving
and ever-changing. We are starting to reap the benefits of all our hard work and
the reinvention of our company. It is truly exciting to see.”
Kiefer added: “When we all work together, we all succeed. We have to make
sure we continue to cultivate a team atmosphere, putting the pieces in place we
need to accomplish that goal.”
Contact: Jasper Equipment & Supply, 2350 Terry Lane, Jasper, IN 47546.
Phone: 812-634-2501. Toll free: 800-827-7430.
Email: leslie@jasperequipment.com. Website: www.jasperequipment.com.

A

POSITIVE ABOUT
THE FUTURE

fter three years of
recreating the company’s culture, emphasizing a team atmosphere, Jasper Equipment &
Supply is feeling good
about its future.
“We all feel extremely
positive,” Leslie Otto said.
“As Jasper Equipment &
Supply has transitioned over
the course of the past few
years, we have directed our
investments to the future.
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By Harrell Kerkhoff
Maintenance Sales News Editor

perating a company is hard work. Helping that company grow through
new ideas, innovations and directions can be even harder but also very rewarding — even life-changing — if successful.
Attendees of a recent meeting of cleaning products professionals in St. Louis,
MO, heard from Dr. Sean Siebert, who has had much success helping small business owners not only survive, but thrive, in today’s changing business landscape.
Dr. Siebert, a longtime entrepreneur himself, is founder and CEO of the strategic
management firm, Invent Yourself, LLC, and is based in Cuba, MO. He is also
the creator of the “Adopt An Innovator” business model for rural community redevelopment, and is involved with the Ideas & Innovation Summit, focusing on
education, innovation and economic development in rural America. The summit’s
participants are mainly young people, and it has been described as a generationalimpacting event.
The presentation by Dr. Siebert, during this year’s meeting, focused on community innovation and development. One of his major goals, as a professional business
consultant, is showing people how entrepreneurship should be viewed as a “mindset,” rather than an “occupation.”
Dr. Siebert, who has a doctorate degree in management, concentrates on decision-making theories. He not only has worked with a variety of business leaders
and companies over the years through the implementation of specific business programs, but also authors a publication, The Weekly Win, with an established reader
base in the thousands for each publication.
Through a presentation titled, “The First Time That Man Saw Fire,” Dr. Siebert
asked those in attendance at this year’s meeting to imagine what it was like, thousands of years ago, when the very first person actually saw fire.
“That person may have thought, ‘What is this? Can I touch it? Can I put it in a
box? What do I do with this?’” Dr. Siebert said, adding that the same type of questions are often asked by people today, when learning about a new idea.
“Some people might not like your new idea. They may look at that idea funny,
as if they have just seen fire for the first time,” Dr. Siebert said. “I travel into communities and help people, including business owners, rethink what it means to exist
in the 21st century, and how to better take advantage of new ideas.”
This is done, he added, by attacking people’s established filters, and helping
them to “unlearn.”
“For many people at a certain stage in life, it’s not so much about what they need
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to ‘learn,’ it’s more about what they need to ‘unlearn,’” Dr. Siebert said.
He added that, while running their companies, many established business leaders
may have certain key processes in place that have been in existence for 20, 30, 40
or more years. The problem is, these processes can actually keep companies from
being competitive in the 21st century. Thus, these business leaders often must “unlearn” certain parts of the status quo.
Dr. Siebert also addressed the importance of the term “small bets,” which relates
to the process of how people look at growth strategies and opportunities. He said
often in life, there is no such thing as success or failure, but rather it’s all about
learning and adapting.
“The whole idea behind ‘small bets’ centers around the importance of constantly
evaluating what you do, and trying new things. Most people are not afraid to try
something new if it’s perceived to be ‘small,’ because they don’t care as much if it
works or doesn’t work. They just want to learn from it, recognizing that knowing
what is wrong about something is just as important as knowing what is right.
Knowing what not to do is equally as valuable as knowing what to do,” Dr. Siebert
said. “‘Small bets’ focuses on always learning, adapting and constantly evaluating.”
And then there is the “Pleasantville Moment,” which simply refers to that exact
moment in time when a person, such as a business owner, realizes the power of
his or her good idea. The phrase “Pleasantville Moment” refers to the 1998 film,
Pleasantville, where its characters are shown in black and white until they have
their own “Pleasantville Moment,” and instantly are shown in color.
“I love to work with people and see when their ‘Pleasantville Moment’ takes
place,” Dr. Siebert said.

GOOD IDEAS CAN BE GAME CHANGERS

One of several business-related programs focusing on innovation and business
growth that Dr. Siebert has been involved with over the recent past, is an entrepreneurship program that involves local community members, including small business owners.
Much of Dr. Siebert’s presentation highlighted the recent success of several program participants who reside and/or work in and around Cuba, MO, a town of approximately 3,400 people, located 84 miles southwest of St. Louis.

Dr. Siebert shared the stories of these individuals and the lessons learned from
their successes. Such examples were:
• The towing operator, who works as a municipal dump truck operator and
wanted to start a towing business on the side. Through the entrepreneurship program, the man found that he could find more business if he offered his towing services to all types of vehicles and large items, not just stranded automobiles. This
included the towing of tractors, antique cars and non-mobile objects, such as storage sheds and deep freezers;
• The golf & country club owner, who came to the realization that there were
many more opportunities available in
the catering end of her business than
simply running a golf course. This
change in business focus led to the
company’s revenues increasing by approximately 500 percent;
• The local barber and bicycle enthusiast, who participated in the entrepreneurship program so he could learn
how to build a new bike trail in the
area. Instead, he found a better opportunity by organizing a yearly bike race
in the Cuba, MO, area. The race recently attracted nearly 200 participants,
and generated approximately $30,000
in local business revenue;
• The doughnut maker, who was
discouraged at first when he was not
able to rent a particular building to
make his products, but then had the
idea to build his own doughnut food
trailer. He has since found much success by participating in local festivals, fairs and other events to make
and sell doughnuts. The man has also
been able to partner with the local
school district, helping with various
fund-raising programs involving his
doughnuts;
• The local woodworking company, which discovered “it’s not about
what you can make, it’s about what
customers want to buy,” and therefore
started to widen its product line to include such items as custom caskets;
• The baseball glove doctor, who
during his spare time has found much
success traveling to various baseball
and softball tournaments to fix
gloves. He also provides customized
work with gloves, such as using color
lacing to match a team’s uniforms.
His overall endeavor has become so
successful that it may lead to a fulltime career;
• The local shoe store owner, who
was able to greatly improve his revenue base by expanding his store’s online presence, as well as becoming a
custom-order work boot provider for
various customers;
• The Osage Trail enthusiast, who
was able to organize the building of a
large monument dedicated to the Osage
Native American tribe that once lived
in Missouri. His efforts have led to a
revived relationship between the state
of Missouri and the Osage Nation,
which is based in Oklahoma. It has also
led to an offer by leaders of the Osage
Nation to build a casino in Cuba,

which, if agreed to, could include a $160 million capital investment in the area
and eventually 400 new jobs; and,
• The local winery, whose owner came to the realization that its most requested
items were not actually wine-related, but instead were various pizzas that the company also sold, helping refocus the winery’s business goals.
Other success stories that Dr. Siebert shared through his work with local community members included the college student who, in her spare time, paints different designs on canvas shoes, and has now sold them to customers located on
every continent, except Antarctica. The net result is over $50,000 in sales. There
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is also the local high school student, who went from making minimum wage at a
grocery store to operating his own power washing business. This has allowed him
to average $900 a week during the summer by power washing houses, sidewalks,
driveways and patios.
The summary to all of these success stories, according to Dr. Siebert, is the ability
of each person/company to “attack their filters,” “unlearn” past ways of doing certain things, and taking advantage of “small bets” — all leading to specific “Pleasantville Moments.”

“For many people and companies, I find it’s more difficult for them to ‘unlearn’
something than it is if they were starting a business from scratch. Many people
don’t want to change. They say, ‘We have been doing it this way for a long time,
and have been doing it well,’” Dr. Siebert said.
He added, however, it’s important to adapt to the 21st century, and ask oneself, “What is inhibiting my future growth, and what can be done to make the
growth process easier?”

Leader of the Pack
Trojan floor machine batteries lead the pack when it
comes to delivering outstanding performance and quality.
For over 90 years, Trojan Battery’s time-tested, Made in the USA
line of extraordinary batteries have enhanced the way people live,
work and play around the world.

trojanbattery.com
+1 562-236-3000 | 800-423-6569
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SEARCHING FOR THE
NEXT GREAT IDEA

A key objective for every person
who runs a company, according to
Dr. Siebert, should be to “constantly manage new ideas.” These
ideas often come from employees,
customers and/or a wide variety of
other people.
“It’s easy to say, ‘Innovation
should become the norm,’ but
often hard to follow through with
this thought, particularly for companies that don’t want to really
change,” he said, adding that
meaningful change often only occurs when a company is trying to
get through a particular crisis.
“The question then becomes,
‘How does a company avoid crisis
moments in the first place?’ Well,
if it can embrace the importance of
innovation and new ideas early on,
hopefully, it never gets to that crisis point,” he said. “We are all
stubborn in our own ways, and we
all like to get comfortable. This is
what we see in the workforce
every day. The problem is, many
employers are struggling to find
out what makes their younger
workers tick.
“What I have found as the common denominator is ‘innovation.’
If you can embrace people’s ideas
from any age group and demographic, and from any socioeconomic status, it better locks
employees into what you want to
accomplish, as a company.”
He added that there is a story
and purpose behind every product
that a company has ever made. At
some point, each product originated from an idea. Understanding
the process of “idea to implementation” is important, particularly
for the millennial generation of
employees.
“They (millennials) want to
know that everything they do has
purpose, adds some type of value
and is meaningful,” Dr. Siebert
said. “If you (as a business owner)
can help them understand the
‘idea to implementation’ process
better — and that it’s an important
part of their role with the company — this can lead to ‘the next
big innovation.’”
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DDI SYSTEM INFORM ERP
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Experience a Real-Time, Unified ERP Solution
to Compete in Today’s Market
See why DDI System has been named
‘A Top 5 ERP Vendor to Watch in 2018’.
Inform ERP Software propels distributor
growth with modern tools to succeed in
today’s competitive market.
“Our eCommerce website allows customers to
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Operational Excellence
Masterful eCommerce
24/7 Customer Connectivity
Embedded CRM
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Decision Driving Analytics
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“A Distributors Guide to Planning for the Road Ahead”
Claim your FREE copy at: ddisystem.com/guide
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at: 877.599.4334
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DDI's Essendant ECDB 2.0 Integration

DDI System's Essendant ECDB 2.0 Integration helps JanSan distributors solve the product content challenge by importing essential content from the Essendant product database
directly into Inform eCommerce storefronts. The integration gives distributors several
fields to map to their product display including the Product Description, Product Image,
MFG Number, UPC Number, Web Description, Product Volume, and Product Weight.

DDI’s Essendant integration helps JanSan distributors map product
content directly to inform eCommerce storefronts.

To learn more, visit www.ddisystem.com/ecommerce.

Wipes From Bro-Tex

Bro-Tex offers Flush Buddy dispersible wipes, dual textured towels and a wide variety
of non woven wipers, microfiber and cotton towels for customers' cleaning and absorbing
needs from grime to oils to solvents.
Contact Bro-Tex at www.brotex.com or 1-800-328-2282.

Yrs
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U.S. Battery Launches New
Dealer Locator Page Designed To
Drive Traffic And Increase Online Branding

U.S. Battery Manufacturing is implementing a new Dealer Locator system within the
www.usbattery.com website.
“The new Dealer Locator page is faster, easier to use, and designed to drive potential
customers to a Dealer Branded
‘mini site,’ where additional images, current marketing promotions, featured U.S. Battery
products, and direct contact information to expedite sales are
all available,” said the company.
Mike Wallace, U.S. Battery
creative manager, said, “Our
new dealer branded mini sites
are a free service we’re offering
our top dealers that will give
them extra marketing power,
placing their business at the forefront of localized online searches. It’s designed to provide potential customers with information on U.S. Battery products, and generate leads to drive-up sales from a
simple-to-use mobile optimized location. The program is initially being rolled out in the
United States and Canada, with expansion to U.S. Battery’s global network of distributors
in the coming months.”
The new Dealer Locator and branded Dealer Sites also allow customers to peruse
through products by application, and quickly find and view specifications and sizes for
U.S. Battery products.
“The Dealer Sites are maintained by U.S. Battery, to ensure customers have access to
the most up-to-date product information. Dealers are also able to personalize their site’s
pages by adding more information about their company, including images of managers
and staff, customer testimonials, and much more.”
For more information, call (800) 695-0945, or visit www.usbattery.

Essity Bellemont’s Breanna Cornell To Receive Women In Manufacturing Award From Manufacturing Institute

The Manufacturing Institute announced that Breanna Cornell, process engineer at the Essity (formerly SCA) Bellemont, AZ, paper converting site, is a recipient of the Women
in Manufacturing STEP (Science, Technology, Engineering
and Production) Ahead Emerging Leader Award. The STEP
Ahead Awards honor women who have demonstrated excellence and leadership in their careers, and represent all levels
of the manufacturing industry, from the factory floor to the
C suite, according to a press release.
Following graduation from Michigan
Tech University (B.S. in environmental
engineering), she was accepted into Essity’s Graduate Onboarding (GO!) Engineer program, which is an 18-month-long
rotational employment opportunity, in
which the GO! candidates are exposed to
multiple parts of the business. Following
her experience as a GO! engineer, Essity
hired Cornell as a process engineer on the
napkin resource support team.

and retaining strong female talent. Women constitute
one of manufacturing’s largest pools of untapped talent.
Women totaled about 47 percent of the U.S. labor force
in 2016, but only 29 percent of the manufacturing work
force. Not only does the STEP Ahead initiative bolster
manufacturing’s attractiveness to women, it also plays
an important role in improving the perception of careers
in the industry among younger generations.”

Essity is a global hygiene and health company with sales
conducted in approximately 150 countries under the global
brands TENA and Tork, and other brands, such as: Jobst;
Leukoplast; Libero; Libresse; Lotus; Nosotras, Saba;
Tempo; Vinda; and, Zewa.
For more information,
visit www.essity.com.

ONE
SHOP

Breanna Cornell

“In that role, she is responsible for
working with operators, maintenance, and
others to develop standards, centerlines,
and processes to improve the efficiency,
and lower the waste on the napkin machines in her group. During her nearly
three years in this role, she has become instrumental in creating a training program
for machine operators. Her communications skills serve her well as a liaison for
the operators, as well as in her other responsibility of onboarding machine operators on her team, using the training
program that she developed. She also
serves as a GO! program mentor, as she is
an alumna of the program,” according to
the release.
Carolyn Lee, executive director of
The Manufacturing Institute, said,
“Companies across the U.S. agree there
is a talent shortage in manufacturing.
Through the STEP Ahead Awards, we
hope to take another step toward closing
this gap by highlighting the stories of
successful women in manufacturing and
giving them a platform to encourage
other women to join the industry and be
role models for the next generation. The
women being honored demonstrate what
modern manufacturing careers are all
about: making an impact in their communities with meaningful careers that
offer significant opportunities for
growth.”
“The STEP Ahead Awards are part
of the larger STEP Ahead initiative,
launched to examine and promote the
role of women in the manufacturing industry through recognition, research,
and leadership for attracting, advancing,

NOW TWO GREAT DEODORIZING
TECHNOLOGIES IN ONE UNIT!

Activator 500

Tornado Ozone Generator

HG 1500 Hydroxyl

Our entire line of ozone and hydroxyl deodorizers are designed, engineered and
assembled in the USA providing a superior product and first rate customer service.
With over 30 years combined experience in ozone and hydroxyl technology, we are
proud to have become the most recognized and trusted brands in our industry.

1-877-646-9663 • www.OzoneExperts.com
The Ozone Experts
9483 State Hwy 37,
Ogdensburg, NY 13669
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From Berk Wiper

Eden Soft Tissue & Toweling
®

“Berk International’s Eden Soft® is offered in a variety of weights and sizes: Eden
Soft® Bathroom Tissue; Centerpull Roll
Towels; and, Hardwound Roll Towels provide superior absorbency and wet strength
with every pull,” said the company.
Eden Soft® Centerpull Roll
Towels are available in both 1ply and 2-ply. This bathroom
prep/hand towel is a recommended addition or replacement to what cutomers may
already be using.
Standard bleached, natural
and blue Eden Soft® Hardwound Roll Towels are made of
recycled materials and are
available in an array of sizes to
fit a variety of needs. Hardwound roll towels have a universal core that fits non-proprietary dispensers.
“Eden Soft® Bathroom Tissue is offered
in a variety of sizes and can be customized.
Eden Soft® 1-ply and 2-ply Bath Tissue is
made of 100 percent recycled paper with 40
percent post-consumer waste. Eden Soft®

Small Core Bath Tissue is made from premium, embossed, virgin or recycled 2-ply
bath tissue. High capacity rolls decrease
service intervals, reduce run out, and spin
more freely in dispensers than coreless bath
tissue.”

Dispensers are available for all Eden
Soft® Tissue & Toweling products, and
Berk suggests cystomers ask about the company’s free dispenser programs for Eden
Soft® products.
Call for pricing and/or to check free dispenser programs at 866-222-BERK(2375),
610-369-0600 or visit www.berkwiper.com.

Addendum To 2018 MSN Suppliers Directory

Cascades Tissue Group
148 Hudson River Rd., Waterford, NY 12188 USA
Toll Free: 800-246-0711
Email: cascadespro@cascades.com Website: www.cascadespro.com
Products: Cascades PRO™ is part of Cascades Tissue Group, a leader in the
United States and Canada. Cascades PRO™ offers hand towels, bath tissue,
napkins, kitchen roll towels, facial tissue, wipers and dispensers. Sold through
distributors, Cascades PRO™ delivers cost-effective hygiene solutions from
bathroom to boardroom to lunchroom to classroom and beyond. 18

Jim Jeffer

O B I T U A R Y
Former National Sales Manager For Magnolia Brush

Jim Jeffer, age 75, former
Kenny and Melanie Backus,
national sales manager for
owners of Magnolia Brush
Magnolia Brush, died February
Mfrs. Ltd., have established
28, 2018. Jeffer began working
the Jim Jeffer Memorial Scholfor Magnolia Brush in 1979 as
arship Fund with the Rotary
a sales rep for the southeastern
Club of Madison County, GA.
USA. In 1989, he became eastThe perpetual scholarship fund
ern regional sales manager bewill provide a $1,000 scholarfore being promoted to national
ship annually to an outstanding
sales manager. He worked for
local high school senior to be
Magnolia Brush for over 30
chosen by the Rotary Club of
Jim Jeffer
years before retiring as national
Madison County.
sales manager in 2015. He continued to work
in the brush industry as an independent sales
Memorials may be made to:
rep until his death. Jeffer was known for his
• The Madison County Rotary Foundavast knowledge of the brush industry, as well
tion Inc. (Jim Jeffer Scholarship),
as his generosity to others.
P.O. Box 596, Danielsville, GA 30633;
• The Rotary Club of Madison County
Survivors include: his wife, Sandra JefWheelchair Ramp Fund, P.O. Box 596,
fer; children, James E. (Casey) Jeffer II;
Danielsville, GA 30633; or,
Melissa (Dennis) Allen; and Matthew
• The Gideons International of
(Amanda) McCall; and his grandchildren,
Madison County CAM, P.O Box 238,
Sabrina Katzman; Kale Allen; and, Ben
Hull, GA 30646.
Jeffer.

From Triple S

Triple S Has New
VP Business Development

Keen Umbehr II has been named
vice president of business development for Triple S.
Prior to joining Triple S, Umbehr
was the president of the Nissco buying group. He started in that position
in 2015, and was responsible for the

Keen Umbehr II

Kevin Chow

overall leadership of the organization.
Triple S, established in 1960, is a national distribution services and logistics
company that provides facility maintenance solutions to the healthcare, education, commercial, retail, government and
building services contractor markets.
New VP
Member Development

Kevin Chow has joined the Triple S
organization as vice president of member development. Chow most recently
served as strategic groups manager
with Essendant, Inc. In his new role
with Triple S, he is assisting members
in attracting, recruiting, on-boarding
and developing talent within their organizations.
Established in 1960, Triple S is a national distribution services and logistics
company that provides facility maintenance solutions to the healthcare, education, commercial, retail, government and
building services contractor markets.
Local service and support solutions are
made available through a network of
member-distributors and regional distribution centers.
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For more information,
visit www.triple-s.com.

Share Critical Business Data Across Applications
With Universal’s Integrated Synergy ERP System

“Universal Business Systems Synergy ERP, Enterprise Resource Planning
Software, seamlessly integrates with the key elements of your business, enabling you to share critical data across various applications, such as eCommerce, CRM, business analytics, and more. Optimized for secure access 24/7
with a web browser, Synergy ERP makes it easy to manage your back-office
processes more efficiently with a user-friendly design and innovative new features including:
• Online order entry with real-time customer-specific pricing and instant order
creation;
• Multiple units of measure per product;
• Single or multiple warehouse management;
• Permanent pricing, hold margins based on cost increases automatically;
• Currency exchange and pricing management;
• Integrated imaging with document delivery and signature capture;
• Enhanced accounting and financial management tools;
• Min./maxes for inventory levels;
• RF warehousing and bin level inventory tracking;
• Accept credit card payments; and,
• Easy to access/understand reporting tools,” according to the company.

For more information, call (908) 725-8899
or visit www.ubsys.com/synergyerp.

From Bullen:

The Versa-Pac™

Bullen, craft blenders of specialty cleaning products,
now offers the Versa-Pac™.

“Reduce your inventory with one size to cover two SKUs (gallons & fives):
• Eliminate the waste associated with plastic 5-gallon pails;
• Ship as a single 2.5 or a double to equal a 5-gallon pail;
• Store 48 5-gallon Versa-PacTM per pallet versus 36 5-gallon pails;
• Almost indestructible in shipping with UPS and Fedex;
• No outside contamination possible, longer shelf life; and,
• Connects to almost any blending system,” said the company.
Visit bullenonline.com for more information.

It’s Time for a Change.

Revitalize your sales by presenting customers with something new and fresh from
Berk International. Whether it’s the superior softness of the EdenSoft® towel and
tissue line, the incredible absorbency of PROformance® DRC heavy-duty shop
towels, or the unmatched performance of Berk’s innovative specialty wipes,
customers recognize Berk brands as the premier brands of choice.

Contact a sales rep today 610.369.0600 | Toll Free: 866.222.BERK

www.berkwiper.com
Visit us at the NRA Show
Chicago, Booth 11325
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Primo. Part of the new Commercial Line family from Intercon Chemical.
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Ask about the full line of Commercial Cleaning
Products with the Clearly Better Advantage
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Challenges and opportunities remain
plentiful for those companies involved with
the commercial/away-from-home (AfH) paper
towel, tissue and wiper marketplace. Paper
company executives recently interviewed by
Maintenance Sales News Magazine discussed
what is new within their organizations,
as well as what to expect in the near
future for the overall AfH paper business.

A

s one of the largest hygiene and health companies in the world, with more than
half a billion people relying on its products each day, Essity remains focused
on promoting its Tork professional hygiene brand globally — producing a variety of paper towels, bath and facial tissue, napkins, wipers, soaps, sanitizers, dispensing systems and “smart” solutions.
These products can be found in such professional hygiene settings as office buildings, health care facilities, restaurants, stadiums as
well as education, industrial, transportation and retail
facilities, according to Essity Professional Hygiene
President Don Lewis.
“As some readers may know, in June 2017, we separated the SCA forest products business from our hygiene and health business. The result was the creation
of Essity,” Lewis said. “The name Essity is derived
from the words ‘essentials’ and ‘necessities,’ which
speaks to the products and solutions we offer — hygiene and health necessities that are essential to everyday life. Under our new vision — improving
well-being through leading health and hygiene solutions — we now have a clearer purpose, which will accelerate our product innovation and increase our
hygiene and health expertise, benefiting customers.
Don Lewis
“Our employees, and their commitment to excelEssity
lence, remain hallmarks of Essity. Customers will
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continue to receive the same dedicated service and innovative solutions from Tork, our
leading global professional hygiene brand. At Essity, we continuously look for ways
to support our customers’ goals and make everyday life a little easier. This is true
whether they manage a high-traffic facility, own a restaurant or oversee a hotel.”
New offerings from Essity include:
n The Tork PeakServe™ Continuous™
“We now have a clearer
Hand Towel System — Designed to better
equip high-traffic restrooms for large purpose, which will accelerate
crowds.
our product innovation and
“The fact that 71 percent of guests at
increase our hygiene and
high-traffic venues have had a bad restroom experience, and that one in three
health expertise, benefiting
guests limit how much they eat and drink
customers.”
to avoid going to the restroom, is concern— Don Lewis
ing and can impact our customers overall
Essity
Professional
Hygiene
business. Tork PeakServe was launched
with the goal of improving the experience
of both using, and cleaning, high-traffic restrooms,” Lewis said.
The dispensing system features compressed towels that take up half as much space
as regular towels, allowing staff members to load 250 percent more — or up to 2,100
towels — per dispenser, and freeing them to focus on more pressing cleaning needs.
Furthermore, these staff members now have added refill flexibility, as towels are added
from the bottom but feed from the top of the stack. This generates smooth, one-at-atime dispensing that requires very low pull force.
“By ‘defying gravity,’ these bundles serve large crowds fast via continuous flow,
without interruption, tabbing or jamming, which can put dispensers out of play,”
Lewis said.
n Tork Digital Custom Print Napkins — According to Lewis, research shows that
restaurant-goers feel more positive about an establishment if it carries custom printed
napkins, making it more likely for them to return and recommend a business.
“That’s why we introduced the first quality dinner napkin on the market enhanced
with digital custom print capabilities. By offering multiple designs in one pack, we’re
giving customers more marketing opportunities to resonate with their patrons,” he said.
“Not only can our customers rest assured that they’re providing premium napkins to
those they serve, our digital custom print technology allows for better quality and less
expensive custom prints, in a quicker turnaround time.”
n Tork Xpressnap DIY Marketing Tool — “Small, independent restaurants are born
out of their owners’ passions for serving delicious food. However, these restaurant
owners may not have the time, budget or know-how to efficiently and effectively market their businesses to new and existing customers. Because studies show that patrons
appreciate learning about new offers and promotions via social media, we’ve extended

the benefits of the Tork Xpressnap Ad-A-Glance to include a DIY Marketing Tool,”
Lewis said. “Now, the same Xpressnap Ad-A-Glance insert designs that customers use
in-store can be used on restaurants’ social media pages for marketing made easy.”
Essity’s commitment to the environment is also important to company officials, and
demanded by many of today’s customers.
“This commitment is embedded in our culture. As a leading global professional hygiene company, we are dedicated to continuously innovating sustainably through our
Tork brand. Whether it is developing customized closed-loop recycling programs,
maintaining strict fiber sourcing guidelines
“In the age of connectivity, or creating products with decreased packaging waste, we hold ourselves accountable
people expect quality on
to the highest environmental standards,”
demand. There is no time Lewis said. “This is how we plan to grow
as a company, and to continue partnering
to lose, and those who find with our customers to meet their sustainability goals.
ways to regularly deliver
“For these efforts, we’ve been honored
memorable, premium
by Corporate Knights at the 2018 World
Economic Forum in Davos, Switzerland, as
experiences will become
of the world’s 100 most sustainable
the leaders of their sector.” one
companies, and are humbled to have been
— Don Lewis
included in the Dow Jones Sustainability
Essity Professional Hygiene
Index.”
Working with distributor partners is another key for Essity officials. According to Lewis, “To be a good partner to distributors,
not only do we continuously offer customer-based innovations that are the foundation
of our work, but we also believe in providing added value, with the goal of helping
grow their businesses.”
At Essity, added value means strategically rounding out the company’s portfolio, allowing its partners to become more of a “one stop shop” for their end-use customers,
Lewis added. It also means sponsoring research to learn more about different challenges, so that Essity can help distributors have meaningful conversations with their
own stakeholders and offer appropriate solutions.
Finally, it also means that Essity creates tools like the Tork EasyCube Impact Calculator, so that distributors have tangible ways of showing their customers the value
of Tork products, and solutions they carry, down to approximate dollars and hours.
“Ultimately, by better arming our distributor networks with the information and tools
needed to have more productive conversations about resolving customer pain points,
everyone succeeds,” Lewis said.
Just as in the recent past, increased efficiency demands and customer expectations
will continue to drive the professional hygiene business for years to come, he added.
“In the age of connectivity, people expect quality on demand. There is no time to
lose, and those who find ways to regularly deliver memorable, premium experiences
will become the leaders of their sector. This is what’s driving the way that we, at Essity,
innovate for our customers and end-customers,” Lewis said. “Two such examples are
the Tork EasyCube™ Intelligent Facility Cleaning System, which frees up cleaning
time for staff members by eliminating routine product checks and allowing them to
tackle more pressing needs; and Tork Digital Custom Print Napkins, which quickly and
easily upgrade the everyday napkin experience by providing a marketing tool that
leaves a strong impression.
“By continuously putting the end-customers’ needs at the forefront, professional hygiene will be able to better serve and grow in the years ahead.”
Lewis emphasized the continual importance of listening closely to customers as they
talk about the different challenges they face. It’s also important to properly analyze research from consumers. This will ultimately drive business for Essity’s customers.
“It’s vital that we, at Essity, place ourselves in the daily experiences of office workers, restaurant goers, game day fans and others,” Lewis said. “Better understanding the
mindset of customers and consumers — while delivering what we would be pleased
and impressed by if we were in their place — is how we chart our path each day at Essity. This is how we work to improve overall health and well-being.”
Contact: Essity, 2929 Arch St., Suite 2600,
Philadelphia, PA 19104-2857.
Website: www.torkusa.com.

C

ontinuing to grow as a customer-driven organization remains a high priority for the von Drehle Corporation, a family-owned AfH towel and tissue manufacturer, based in Hickory, NC.
“Building lasting relationships with our distributor partners is essential in
this growth process. It’s very important for us to maintain these relationships, and keep our distributors in mind when providing products and services,” von Drehle Corporation Vice President of Sales & Marketing Jason
Gscheidmeier said.
Helping distributor sales representatives (DSRs) with additional product
and sales training programs is part of the “building relationships process” at
von Drehle.

“It’s important to find ways to help our distributor partners run and grow their
businesses. If they are successful, then we, as a paper supplier, are successful. The
von Drehle Corporation believes in making an investment in our distributors’ businesses that goes beyond just being a towel and tissue supplier,” Gscheidmeier said.
“Offering training services is a key part of this investment, all in an effort to help
distributors benefit by having higher performing sales teams.
“von Drehle has developed a sales and product training program, held six times
a year, in an effort to advance our customers’ DSR sales performance when it
comes to selling towels, tissue and more. We have been doing this for a long time.”
The von Drehle Corporation owns and operates two paper mills, one each in
North Carolina and Mississippi, and four converting operations that are located
in North Carolina, Tennessee, Mississippi and Nevada.
“Part of our focus with paper towels and tissue is providing high-capacity
items, with the end result being to help end-users
save time and labor. The von Drehle Corporation
has also recently earned Green Seal certification
for all of its brown toweling products,” Gscheidmeier said. “We, at von Drehle, are proud to offer
all of these items. It gives our distributor partners
another story to tell their end-user customers,
bringing additional value to these relationships.”
In addition to papermaking, the von Drehle Corporation provides a variety of towel and tissue dispensers, manufacturing many of these items at its
North Carolina plastic injection molding business,
known as Blue Ridge Molding.
New this year is the introduction of von Drehle’s
Transcend™ paper dispenser line, available in
Jason Gscheidmeier
April 2018. Transcend™dispensers come in sevvon Drehle Corp.
eral types: Centerpull Towel; Side By Side Forward Facing Tissue; Jumbo Roll Tissue; Micro Roll Tissue; and two sizes of
Mechanical Towel, compact and full size. An electronic version is expected to be
available by the first quarter of 2019.
“Transcend™ dispensers were designed with several main points in mind. The
first was, they had to look good. Essentially, we wanted dispensers that would feature an updated yet classic and clean look. These dispensers will look good on
just about any wall. They come in three colors — white, black and stainless —
which offers a solution for all types of environments,” Gscheidmeier said. “Transcend™ dispensers also have a microtextured matte finish, adding to their sophisticated look, while protecting against fingerprints, smudges and scratches.
“Transcend™ dispensers are also durable. When a person takes the time and effort to put a dispenser on a wall, it needs to perform well for an extended period
of time. Transcend™ meets this need.”
Consistency is important as well. According to Gscheidmeier, all dispensers
“Parent roll availability is
the Transcend™ line look like
good right now. However, one within
they belong together, which is important
of the biggest challenges is for distributors and facility managers.
The line also features a common key,
the continual increase in
and a lock that comes with dual funcfreight costs. These costs
tions — keyless push-button access and
continue to grow. Part of it is key access.
As a longtime towel and tissue manudriven by the new, federallyfacturer, the von Drehle Corporation
mandated electronic logging continues to place strong emphasis on
devices (ELDs) that trucking producing quality, AfH paper products.
To help it further meet this important
companies have to
and ongoing objective, von Drehle’s
implement, as well as the
Natchez, MS, paper mill started produccurrent driver shortage.” tion in 2016, and includes a Valmet NTT
paper machine that now supplies the
— Jason Gscheidmeier
central and western parts of the United
von Drehle Corp.
States with towel and tissue items.
“The machine is running really well, and our team in Natchez has done a nice
job of learning how to perfect this new technology,” Gscheidmeier said. “We are
only beginning to understand the true benefits of the quality that can be produced.
Future work will center on building and redefining these high quality products.”
Overall, Gscheidmeier said paper for the U.S. AfH marketplace remains readily available.
“Parent roll availability is good right now. However, one of the biggest challenges is the continual increase in freight costs,” he said. “These costs continue
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to grow. Part of it is driven by the new, federally-mandated electronic logging
devices (ELDs) that trucking companies have to implement, as well as the current driver shortage.
“My guess is these challenges will continue, although markets have a way of
evolving over time.”
Gscheidmeier also addressed the consolidation trend that has taken place, for a
number of years, within the distributor segment.
“Distributors who are growing today are those who know how to bring strong
value and service to their end-user customers. If they are struggling to tell their
story of value to end-users, they will probably continue to face stiff competition,
as there are other types of companies that
are making it very easy and efficient for
“Distributors who are
to order from and receive prodgrowing today are those who end-users
ucts,” he said. “It’s also important that
know how to bring strong
distributors continually integrate technology and continuous improvement efforts
value and service to their
to lower operational expenses. Properly
end-user customers.”
training and educating sales team mem— Jason Gscheidmeier
bers is vital as well. This helps DSRs
von Drehle Corp.
bring greater service and consultative
value to end-user customers.
“We, at the von Drehle Corporation, work hard to provide the necessary training,
education and products to our distributor customers, so they can turn around and
provide greater overall value for their own customers.”
The practice by some to commoditize the AfH paper category is another challenge that Gscheidmeier discussed.
“There are too many people who, when they open a box of brown towels, for example, only see brown towels. They don’t see what makes a particular product special,” he said. “This practice is found across the board — from suppliers to
distributors to end-users. If I buy five different white roll towels, they may not all
be the same, although some people may try to make them all the same.
“The problem is, if there is not a good value story to be told about a particular
product — such as a paper towel or tissue — then it all comes down to simply
price, which is not good for anybody.”
Seeing themselves — first and foremost — as being part of a customer-driven
organization, Gscheidmeier said representatives of the von Drehle Corporation will
continue to work hard in 2018, and beyond, to build lasting relationships with distributor partners. This will be done to not only increase the growth and success
rates for both parties, but add overall value in the form of quality paper goods for
the benefit of the entire AfH marketplace.
Contact: The von Drehle Corporation,
612 Third Ave., NE,
Hickory, NC 28601. Phone: 828-322-1805.
Email: jason.gscheidmeier@vondrehle.com. Website: www.vondrehle.com.

A

s a provider of roll towels, folded towels, tissue, napkins and complimentary dispensing systems for the AfH paper distribution market, officials at
Nittany Paper Mills (NPM) expect 2018 to be the largest growth year for
the company in terms of percentage growth and dollars, since its inception in 2005.
“Factors, which are driving this growth for the company, include the record number of Americans who are now working, China addressing its internal air pollution
issues, competitors that are closing mills and laying
off employees, and of course, our company’s aggressive marketing plan,” NPM President Donald
M. Chapman said. “Independent, family-run distributors are still, and always will be, the focus of
NPM. Out of the 300-plus NPM distributor partners,
only two are publicly held.
“Undeniably, mergers and acquisitions are impacting the overall number of distributors currently
serving the AfH market, but for every jan/san distributor that exits, we see more alternative companies entering into the business.”
He added that within the AfH paper segment, FSC
(Forest Stewardship Council)-certified products
from property-managed forests, with an “at home”
Don Chapman
feel,
seem to be trending more than recycled prodNittany Paper Mills
ucts.
“Consumers are looking for brighter, whiter and softer over the darker, more recycled grades, as long as the paper comes with some certification showing responsible forest management,” Chapman said. “We look forward to seeing our
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“Consumers are looking
for brighter, whiter and
softer over the darker,
more recycled grades, as
long as the paper comes
with some certification
showing responsible
forest management.”

customers and vendors at the 2018
ISSA/INTERCLEAN tradeshow and convention in Dallas, TX (Oct. 29-Nov. 1), and
thank everyone for their continued loyalty.”
Contact: Nittany Paper Mills, Inc., 6395
SR 103 N 5A, Lewistown, PA 17044.
Phone: 717-247-2787.
Email: dmchapman3@verizon.net.
Website: www.NittanyPaper.com.

G

rowth continues in the United
States for Cascades PRO in the
wake of the July 2017 opening of
the company’s Oregon paper mill, according to Marketing Director Andre Daviault. He added that company officials are
optimistic about additional business opportunities for 2018 and beyond.
“With manufacturing facilities now located on both sides of the country, we expect considerable growth in 2018. Cascades Pro is now more equipped than ever
to provide solutions for customers from coast-to-coast,” Daviault said. “We’ve invested a lot of resources in innovation over the past few years. And, with our upcoming product launches, we will be able to increase Cascades PRO’s brand
awareness across North America — from California to Quebec.”
Cascades PRO will continue to offer a full line of towel, tissue and wiper products to better meet the needs of the AfH market, according to Daviault.
“We produce quality products that cover economical to high-end customer requirements. We
take pride in offering a wide range of solutions, including our extensive 100 percent recycled products,” he said. “Cascades PRO will announce a
number of new and exciting product launches during the 2018 ISSA/INTERCLEAN tradeshow and
convention.”
When asked to comment on the overall outlook
for 2018 regarding the AfH paper towel/tissue marketplace, Daviault said that, according to Euromonitor International in 2017, this market segment is
expected to grow at a pace of 1 percent per year.
“Overcapacity is taking place in the paper market, with a very high volume of jumbo rolls availAndre Daviault
able, mainly in the hand towel segment,” he said.
Cascades PRO
“Cascades PRO does have capacity to support
added growth and deliver to its customers the products they need.
“There is also quite a bit of consolidation occurring on the distribution side.
Mergers and acquisitions amongst distributors are on the rise within the northern
and northeastern United States, as well as across the entire country. In addition,
there is a significant number of smaller converters and importers popping up
throughout the industry, making for an interesting industry paradox. While distributors are getting bigger, manufacturers seem to be getting smaller.”
With these and other industry challenges in mind, Daviault said the success of
any business starts with great customer
service.
“Overcapacity is taking
“At Cascades PRO, we have made a
place in the paper market,
commitment to our customers to address
all of their requests and needs, while dewith a very high volume of
livering above and beyond their expectajumbo rolls available, mainly in
tions. Our customers are the most
the hand towel segment.”
important asset to our business, and we
take great pride in providing them with
— Andre Daviault
the very best,” he said. “We strive, day in
Cascades PRO
and day out, to grow and cultivate personal relationships with each and every distributor who works with Cascades PRO.
We value the unique knowledge and experience our broad distributor base has, and
it remains a priority for us to work side-by-side with these partners, to ensure mutually-beneficial relationships that lead to growth for all.”
Daviault added that officials at Cascades PRO have taken a friendly, customercentric approach to business over the years, with a heavy focus on innovation.
“From our customers to our employees, we want everyone to feel good. Therefore, we have focused more on improving the quality of our products, as well as
improving health and safety for our employees. We’ve also set higher brand standards for Cascades PRO, and are looking forward to revealing new products and
innovations in the near future,” he said. “Over the years, Cascades PRO has also
— Don Chapman
Nittany Paper Mills

remained a leading producer of
paper products made mainly from
recycled fibers, which has allowed
us to reduce both water and energy
consumption. With more than 50
years of experience, we have one of
the widest portfolios of sustainable
— Andre Daviault
products.
Cascades PRO
“As main drivers of our overall
business, product innovation and
environmental sustainability play a significant role in the decisions we make as
a company. From its production methods to composition, Cascades PRO has
made a concerted effort to introduce products that offer enhanced environmental
and hygienic value.”
In last year’s MSN paper executive roundup article, Cascades PRO noted that
a greater number of custodial executives were placing a stronger emphasis on
“doing more with less.” As a result, productivity was top-of-mind with these
executives, as were products, equipment and processes that improved productivity. This will remain true in 2018, according to Daviault.
“When it comes to the tissue industry, for example, we have seen an evolution
take place in productivity that stems from greater technology and innovation,”
he said. “Innovative and sustainable products are essential for success in this
market. We believe the time and resources Cascades PRO has invested in these
particular areas, over the past few years, will further lead to our company’s
growth in 2018 and in the years to come.”
Contact: Cascades Tissue Group, 77 Marie-Victorin Blvd.,
Candiac, Quebec, Canada J5R 1C2.
Phone: 450-444-6555. Website: www.cascadespro.com.

“When it comes to the tissue
industry, we have seen an
evolution take place in productivity
that stems from greater
technology and innovation.”

T

he following is an interview with Berk International, LLC, President
Jeff Berk, focusing on his company’s AfH paper products and services,
as well as his thoughts regarding the overall AfH paper industry.
MSN: Please describe the services and products that your company
provides for the jan/san and related AfH
paper industry.
Berk: We offer the opportunity for our customers
to provide their customers with an extremely large
selection of wiping cloths, purposely selected for
every wiping need imaginable across the jan/san,
heath care, industrial, automotive and food service
markets. In addition, we have a tremendous line of
towel and tissue products that meet most of the
needs found in the washroom setting.
MSN: Please discuss any NEW products/services your company is developing/introducing.
Berk: We take pride in our marketing innovations and new product offerings every year; and
2018 is no exception. We will be introducing at
Jeff Berk
least five new products to our current comprehenBerk International
sive line. In addition, we will not only offer private labeling capabilities to all of our distributors, but will continue, throughout
the year, to introduce many more “Berk
Brands,” until our entire line of wiping
“At this time, the supply
cloths, towels and tissue are available in
of paper is steady, but
beautiful printed boxes. We have listened to the requests of our customers,
changes in China will affect
and have responded in kind.
what happens in the United
MSN: Please provide an overall
rundown on the availability of paper States, along with new paper
right now (as of early 2018) in the
lines being installed (in
AfH marketplace.
the U.S.) as we speak.”
Berk: At this time, the supply of
—Jeff Berk
paper is steady, but changes in China
Berk International
will affect what happens in the United
States, along with new paper lines being
installed (in the U.S.) as we speak. It’s important to keep all relationships with
suppliers intact and very strong.
MSN: Please discuss Berk International’s focus on boosting AfH
paper/tissue sales for the company, and its network of distributors.
Berk: In our new marketing campaign, “It’s time for a change,” we are educating our customers and potential new customers that change is healthy, and

will be a good thing for their companies. We feel they should be looking at
Berk as a great new alternative to add products to an existing line, or switching
a current sluggish lineup of products to Berk, so we can help them come up
with more intelligent wiping solu“Because we carry so many
tions. This will help them grow their
businesses and satisfy their cusdifferent types of substrates
tomers at a higher level.
to allow our customers the
MSN: Please explain why customer service is so important for
choices that they can get
your company. Is there a customer
from branded companies,
service or sales concept idea that
it is an extreme challenge to
works the best for Berk International?
have enough material in the
Berk: Good and reliable service is
warehouse and in the pipeline
the backbone of every business,
for delivery. This is
whether it’s goods, services or information being provided. Our business
compounded as we add
is no different. There is a high level
new products and continue
of expectation from our customers
to grow our business.”
that we will help them keep goods
flowing in and out of their doors. We
—Jeff Berk
have the same expectations from the
Berk International
companies that supply us as well.
This delicate balance is what keeps the world turning.
MSN: What trends are you currently seeing in the jan/san and related
industries, and what influence will these trends have on distributors
and end-users?
Berk: Aside from the many consolidations we have seen in the past five
years, the emergence of companies like Amazon will encroach on our industry at every level. This is why it’s so important to pay close attention to
what you are doing and how you are doing it, and to always stay ahead of
the curve.
MSN: Does your company focus on providing environmentally
friendly products and practices? If so, please explain.
Berk: Yes, we do. In addition to the many products we offer that have recycled content and post-consumer waste; we also have a very strong collection and recycle program within our own operation. Everything that
doesn’t go into our cases for sale, gets recycled accordingly.
MSN:You have stated in the past, “Depending on the time of year, the
supply of AfH paper can tighten, but our buyers are constantly sourcing
new vendors and keeping the pipeline full, so that our customers always
have supply.” Please discuss again the importance of this effort for Berk
International.
Berk: Because we carry so many different types of substrates to allow our
customers the choices that they can get from branded companies, it is an extreme
challenge to have enough material in the warehouse and in the pipeline for delivery. This is compounded as we add new products and continue to grow our
business. We devote a lot of time and energy planning and coordinating this effort. It pays off in both the short and long term for our company.
MSN: What is the overall outlook like in 2018 for the AfH paper/tissue
business?
Berk: I am a “glass is half full” type of person. There are always challenges
in this industry, as in all industries, that might influence the growth, stability
and future of your company. That being said, I believe there is so much business
right now in (the U.S.) alone, that the future is bright. Whether your business is
regional, national or international, it’s important to dig deeper for new opportunities. Blue skies are ahead.
“I believe there is so much
MSN: Do you have anything to
add?
business right now in (the
Berk: As I continue to work and
U.S.) alone, that the future
learn in this business and industry, it
is bright. Whether your
has become my profound pleasure to be
able to work, and most importantly, bebusiness is regional,
come friends with the customers that I
national or international,
have, and the new ones I meet every
day. That’s what it’s all about.
it’s important to dig deeper
Contact: Berk International, LLC,
for new opportunities.
400 E. 2nd St., Boyertown, PA
Blue skies are ahead.”
19512. Phone: 866-222-BERK.
Email: JBerk@berkwiper.com.
—Jeff Berk
Berk International
Website: www.berkwiper.com.
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von Drehle Introduces New
Transcend™ Paper Dispenser Line

ADVERTORIAL

When defining the word “transcend,” often the words that come to mind are, “to rise above” and, “to extend notably beyond ordinary limits.”
These are the same words that officials at von Drehle Corporation are using to describe the company’s new Transcend™ paper dispenser
line, available in April 2018.
The family-owned towel and tissue manufacturer, based in Hickory, NC, has a long history of providing dispensers for various away-fromhome (AfH) paper products. There has been a need, however, for a more modern and consistent look for its dispensers — one that von Drehle
Corporation could firmly put its stamp of approval on as “the company’s official line.” Transcend™ fits this need.
Transcend™ dispensers include those for Centerpull Towel; Side By Side Forward Facing Tissue; Jumbo Roll Tissue;
Micro Roll Tissue; and two sizes of Mechanical Towel, compact and full size. An electronic version is expected to also
become available by the first quarter of 2019.
“The Transcend™ line has been in development for several years. We started the development process by working
on the line’s aesthetics, and then focused on engineering and manufacturing. This is where everything came together,”
von Drehle Corporation Product Manager Danielle Cannon said. “Transcend™ will further elevate von Drehle as
a key provider of modern and quality dispensing and paper systems for distributors. Ultimately, this also helps the
many end-users that use our dispensers throughout their facilities.”
“I don’t know who is more excited about the new, Transcend™ line, our customers or our von Drehle Team?”

N

Why Transcend™?

ot only has the von Drehle Corporation been a longtime supplier of towel and tissue
dispensers to the AfH marketplace, the company has manufactured many of these
items itself at their plastic injection molding facility, Blue Ridge Molding, located
just outside of Hickory, NC. Cannon said customer feedback in recent years, however, made
it clear to von Drehle officials that the Transcend™ line was necessary.
“It was a matter of listening to our customers, who were telling us their need for von
Drehle to provide a more comprehensive
and consistent looking dispenser lineup.
For example, one piece of feedback was
that our towel dispensers in the sink area
of a restroom, looked different than our
tissue dispensers in the stall area. It’s
more challenging for a distributor to
open a new account while offering dispensers that don’t look like they belong
together, especially in such locations as
Class A and front of the house restrooms. More and more, facilities want a consistent
look, and Transcend™ will help our distributors own the bathroom,” Cannon said. “We
also recognize the importance of von Drehle’s manufacturing capabilities when it comes to
producing our dispensers at Blue Ridge Molding, which we will continue to do with the
majority of the Transcend™ line.
“This will allow us to have control over the manufacturing process, and keep our dispensers
consistent in their look and function — all in an effort to help our customers grow.”
Of course, developing a new towel and tissue dispenser line does not happen over-night.
Officials at von Drehle have spent years “getting it right,” which included working with an
engineering firm and other suppliers and designers.
“As with any product development, it takes work, dedication, and creativity from all parties
to bring the product line from concept to market. It was important to use the latest in
engineering and design techniques, so that these dispensers could meet the growing needs
of our customers,” Cannon said. “Obviously, our new line of dispensers has to work well
with our different towel and tissue products. The specifications of these products drove the
overall size and other requirements for Transcend™. There was a lot of work involved
through the use of 3D CAD software, renderings and developing prototypes.
“The ultimate goal was to provide dispensers that worked well with our towel and tissue
products, while also offering a consistent look involving clean, classic and modern styling.
These dispensers will look and function well in any location.”
Transcend™ dispensers also feature a microtexture matte finish, adding to their sophisticated
look, while protecting against fingerprints, smudges and scratches.
The product line was introduced at the 2017 ISSA/INTERCLEAN® North America Trade
Show and Convention, in Las Vegas, NV.
“We didn’t launch Transcend™ at this event. We didn’t even have a name for the line at
the time, but our customers knew this project has been in development and appreciated seeing
the progress. The feedback was extremely positive and drove further modifications through
the validation process,” Cannon said. “von Drehle has been supplying and manufacturing
dispensers for years. Past marketing efforts have shown how rugged our dispensers have
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been, such as swinging a baseball bat at them, blasting them with a hose and parking a
full-sized pick-up truck on a Jumbo Roll Tissue dispenser. These dispensers have always
been very durable, but lacked the sleekness and style consistency we have now achieved
with Transcend™.
“It’s all about building on what we, at the von Drehle Corporation, do well. This involves
listening to customers, and introducing an updated dispenser line that allows these customers
to further grow their sales. Our goal is to sell the Transcend™ Dispenser line as part of a
complete paper delivery system. Dispensers are only as good as the towel and tissue products
they contain.”
She added that countless hours were
spent testing and validating the Transcend™
line, looking for weaknesses and areas
that needed improvement.
“It’s so important that our paper
products dispense correctly, as a main
revenue stream for both von Drehle
Corporation, and its many distributor
customers, comes from the continual
selling of paper,” Cannon said. “Therefore,
it’s very important that the two (paper and dispenser) work well together. This quality
extends to our customers and to the end-users.”
The prime features to the Transcend™ dispenser line include:
■ Three classic colors — Black, white and stainless finish are the color
options for Transcend™ users. Each of these three work well within high-end and all
types of facilities.
“von Drehle’s paper and tissue dispensers have traditionally been black in color.
Transcend™will provide two more options for customers, helping to satisfy more
needs and open new distribution channels,” Cannon said.
■ Improved locking mechanism — One metal key opens the entire line of
Transcend™ dispensers, providing greater ease-of-use for facility maintenance personnel.
“Transcend™ dispensers also feature a dual locking function, where either
keyless push-button access or key access can be used. Regardless of the mode, the
dispenser always appears to be locked,” Cannon said.
■ High-capacity capabilities — The entire Transcend™dispenser line offers
high-capacity towel and tissue capabilities, further reducing the work burdens of facility
maintenance personnel.
“The most common restroom complaint is running out of paper towels and toilet
tissue. The more capacity you can put into a dispenser, the less service that dispenser
and restroom requires,” Cannon said. “This is achieved with Transcend™.”
■ Majority of Transcend™ dispensers are controlled-use — For
the added protection of distributor customers in a very competitive marketplace, the
majority of dispensers that represent the Transcend™ line are controlled-use, meaning
they can only use von Drehle towels or tissue.
By offering controlled-use dispensers, Cannon said, there is a greater chance that
von Drehle Corporation will continue to build lasting relationships with distributors. The
same can be said of distributors and their end-user customers.
“It’s easier to lock in business with a controlled-use product,” Cannon said. “It’s a
win-win for everybody involved.”

von Drehle: A Stable Of Products

Each of the six Transcend™ dispensers comes with a set of characteristics
for the benefit of participating distributors and end-users. This includes:

■ Centerpull towel dispenser —

• Holds 1,150 feet of toweling;
• Metal lock/key common across the line. Lock
has dual functions, keyless push-button access or
key access;
• Replaceable cone;
• Internal hinge;
• Easy-to-use mounting plate; and,
• Hardware kit included.
“One of the great aspects of the Transcend™ centerpull towel dispenser is its patented cone design, helping
the product perform extremely well,” Cannon said.
“The dispenser includes a cosmetic sheath that goes
over the cone for added styling and extra protection.”
She added that the mounting plate for the
Transcend™ centerpull towel dispenser has been
redesigned to make installation more user-friendly.

■ Side by Side tissue dispenser —

• It’s a high capacity, forward-facing tissue dispenser;
• Metal lock/key common across the line. Lock has dual functions, keyless
push-button access or key access;
• Stub roll feature;
• Easy to load;
• Available for controlled-use tissue; and,
• Hardware kit included.
“There is a lot of excitement about this unit. It’s
completely new to our dispenser lineup. The Side
by Side is a high-capacity tissue dispenser, but it
looks higher-end and less commercial than a
jumbo roll tissue dispenser,” Cannon said. “It
holds both 1- and 2-ply tissue and is controlled-use only.”

■ Mechanical towel dispenser —

• Less than 3 pounds of pull force on average needed;
• 3-inch paper tail on average to reduce tabbing from wet hands;
• Auto-transfer stub roll feature;
• Metal lock/key common across the line.
Lock has dual functions, keyless push-button
access or key access;
• Backup turn knob can’t be forced in
wrong direction;
• Hardware kit included;
• Viewing windows on both sides of unit
to better monitor paper usage;
• For use with controlled-use hardwound
towels; and,
• Designed to hold towel rolls up to 1,000
feet and have a maximum 8.4-inch diameter.
“Our Transcend™ mechanical towel
dispenser features an extremely low pull
force of just 3 pounds on average. We
utilized a third-party testing lab to conduct
actual hand pulls, not automated life-cycle
testing on the mechanism. The data
clearly showed no noticeable wear on the
mechanism after 300,000 pulls,” Cannon
said. “With a capacity of 1,000 feet, end-users can get a lot of use out of this dispenser
before it needs to be serviced. It also has an auto-transfer stub roll feature, not a
double-feed allowing for no interruption after one roll of towels runs out.”

■ Jumbo Roll tissue dispenser —

• Metal lock/key common across the line. Lock has dual functions, keyless
push-button access or key access;
• Lock is located in an easy access area to
avoid issues with an ADA (Americans With
Disabilities) bar;
• Easy to load;
• Multiple hub sizes for universal and
controlled-use JRTs;
• Stub roll feature; and,
• Hardware kit included.
“The von Drehle Corporation has not had
a proprietary jumbo roll tissue dispenser
until now, with Transcend™,” Cannon said.
“We are very excited about its possibilities for distributors and end-users.”

■ Micro-Core Roll tissue dispenser —

• Metal lock/key common across the line. Lock
has dual functions, keyless push-button access or
key access;
• Lock located in easy access area to avoid
issues with an ADA bar;
• Easy to load;
• Uses controlled-use small core tissue only;
• Stub roll feature; and,
• Hardware kit included.
“We have had a controlled-use tissue dispenser
in our line, but the new Transcend™ design has really elevated this unit to a
higher-end look that is more desirable for the AfH Market.”

Rising Above With Transcend™
Like its name implies, the Transcend™ line of towel and tissue dispensers
is expected to help the von Drehle Corporation meet ever-changing customer
demands through the offering of quality products and services.
“We continue to care very much about the opinions of our customers, listening
to what they have to say and need from us as their paper and dispenser supplier,”
Cannon said. “At von Drehle, our customers are our strategic partners, which
allows everyone involved to grow.”
This includes inviting distributor sales reps (DSRs) to participate in a
two-day training session. The training sessions are conducted inside one of
von Drehle’s manufacturing facilities so DSRs get to see how towel and tissue
products are made and the session concludes with a guided tour.
“These DSR training sessions are much more than a von Drehle Corporation
meet and greet. We bring in industry experts to help educate DSRs on best
sales practices and provide them with hands-on, detailed product training
all inside one of our paper converting plants,” Cannon said. “This valuable
program has helped build a very strong connection, over the years, between
von Drehle and its distributor customers.”

Visit www.vondrehle.com for more information.
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Aluf Plastics, Inc.

Making Trash Bags Great Again!

ADVERTORIAL

AMERICA: LAND OF THE FREE; HOME OF THE BRAVE;
HOST TO ONE OF THE INDUSTRY’S MOST INNOVATIVE CAN LINER MANUFACTURERS

ant to see the definition of true American spirit? Just look at the 55-gallon COEX trash bags rolling off the assembly lines at Aluf Plastics. By fusing the legendary American
traits of determination, ingenuity, muscle and pride into a singular entity, Aluf Plastics has created a family-owned and operated industrial packaging powerhouse, that helps
vendors upgrade the trash bag category — and maximize margins. As a recognized leader in the private label, custom, retail and can liner industry, Aluf Plastics maintains a
firm national footprint with dual blown-film extrusion manufacturing facilities in Orangeburg, NY, and Sulphur Springs, TX.
“We’ve been steadily expanding our lineup with a top-notch range of high and low density polyethylene consumer and commercial bags for trash, recycling and industrial packaging,”
said Susan Rosenberg, CEO of Aluf Plastics. “This, as a direct result, helps distributors nationwide expand their own businesses.”
But the guiding philosophy at Aluf Plastics is about more than just offering a bigger selection and superior quality.
“We are genuinely proud of the fact that our products are manufactured locally,” noted Joe Rosenberg, Vice President of
Production. “Keeping our manufacturing on American soil not only creates jobs and strengthens local economies, it does
something that positively impacts us on a deeper level —it builds a sense of pride. Pride in our work, pride in our craftsmanship, and pride in our team.”
Aluf ranked 61st in a recent Plastics News survey of North American film and sheet manufacturers, with sales of over
$100 million annually. But the company’s impressive rise to success certainly did not take place overnight — it took root
from the most humble of beginnings.
“My grandfather, a penniless immigrant hailing from Europe, came to this country and opened a small manufacturing
plant that made converter-grade film,” Joe Rosenberg explained. “He worked hard to grow the company and eventually built
it up. My parents branched out and began to make industrial packaging, which was the start of Aluf Plastics. We’ve grown
from initially running one machine to currently running over 100, and we have expanded into different markets and territories
across North America.”

AMERICAN INGENUITY: RESEARCH MAKES PERFECT

A product is only as good as the idea behind it. That’s why Aluf Plastics continually invests in product research and
development.
Aluf Plastics employs a robust in-house R&D team that eagerly seeks out the opinions of clients and pays careful attention
to feedback. The outcome? Aluf Plastics has some of the most innovative and diverse can liners on the market.
“The feedback we’ve gotten really helped us grow the bag category,” said Matt Schulgasser, Vice President of Sales.
“We’ve added more options like drawstrings, flaps, compostable liners and other popular features. More importantly, our
R&D team is always analyzing and testing different techniques, whether it’s a blend that maximizes strength, a shape that
reduces product waste or a material which leads to less leakage. Aluf Plastics has a number of patents in place, which has
helped us corner the market in product performance.”
Every successful distributor desires to see a flow of new ideas and continual product innovation; the fresh appeal allows
them to showcase new products for end-user customers. As such, successful distributors want to know they are working with
a manufacturer that’s a winning leader. To that end, Aluf Plastics invests over $10 million each year in new equipment and
technologies, in a quest to push boundaries and explore new concepts in the world of blown-film.
One of the more recent innovations taking the industry by storm is the Royal Crown Top Bag, designed by the R&D team
at Aluf Plastics. These distinctive looking bags are less expensive than traditional commercial bags, and seal with E-Z Tie
Closures that make the bag easier to tie, lift and carry.
“We operate our own fully equipped laboratory to assist us in this area of business,” emphasized Schulgasser. “The R&D team will often review existing product offerings and ask,
‘What can we do to make this can liner better than the other can liners?’ At Aluf Plastics, we can identify over 30 different elements of a specific liner. It’s the passion for embracing
curiosity that sets us apart and generates brilliant results.”

AMERICAN MUSCLE: POWERFUL MACHINERY,
POWERFUL RESULTS
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“History shows that manufacturing helped build this nation in its early
years, and it’s something that we believe still runs deep in the collective fabric
of America,” said David Anderson, Vice President of Operations.
Aluf Plastics employs more than 300 people in the Orangeburg plant,
where it operates more than 70 mono- and three-layer blown-film lines. It
processes more than 120 million pounds of material, about 75 percent of
which is LLDPE, with the remainder HMW-HDPE. On top of that, it has
four reclaim lines equipped with proprietary degassing technologies for
post-industrial scrap — much of which Aluf purchases — that produce
proprietary blends around the clock. The resulting product line consists of
about 1,000 SKUs that will meet the needs of virtually every distributor.
In Texas, Aluf purchased and repurposed a facility and equipment that was
previously owned by a polypropylene processor.
“We purchased seven lines from the acquisition that were not up to our
technology standards, so we did a major rebuild,” reminisced Anderson. “We
also upgraded the facility to meet top quality film requirements. Our expansion
into Texas represents yet another milestone in the growth of Aluf Plastics. It
expanded our distribution to existing clients throughout the Southwest, while
bringing new distributors and retailers into the Aluf family.”
Aluf also uses an innovative robotic packaging and palletizing system that
verifies each case weight before it’s placed on a pallet. The cases are also
barcoded, so a product that is off-spec can be traced to the line and shift during
which it was produced, practically guaranteeing a flawless QC process.
Continued on Page 37

MAKE TRASH BAGS
GREAT AGAIN!
As a leader in the custom, retail and private label can liner industry, Aluf Plastics
boasts a national footprint with dual blown-film extrusion manufacturing facilities
in New York and Texas. Ready to sell more product, maximize margins, and make
your can liner category great again? Give us a call today.
Swift turnaround
times & nimble
production capabilities

Massive inventory with
hundreds of in-stock SKUs
for quick delivery

Competitive pricing
structure & cost-cutting
distribution strategies

2 GLENSHAW STREET, ORANGEBURG, NY • 1212 ELM STREET, SULPHUR SPRINGS, TX
TOLL FREE 800.394.BAGS EMAIL INFO@ALUFPLASTICS.COM WEB ALUFPLASTICS.COM
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Essity Professional Hygiene

How Distributors’ Portfolios Can Positively Impact
Building Service Contractor Businesses

ADVERTORIAL

By Claude Corcos, Commercial Segment Marketing Director, Essity Professional Hygiene

ttracting and hiring the right employees is just the start to creating an
effective cleaning staff. More importantly, building service contractors
must find ways to retain them as high
employee turnover damages business owners’
time and productivity. With the employee
turnover rate in the commercial cleaning
industry at 50 percent or higher (1), finding
and keeping great cleaners is a challenge
faced by even the most experienced managers
and owners.
The effect of high employee turnover on
your customers’ businesses goes far beyond
the resources spent on hiring and training.
Employee turnover has a significant impact
on any business, but can be especially
detrimental for janitorial and cleaning
services. Employees who enjoy their jobs and
respect their employers are more likely to take
pride in their work, resulting in better
performance, better quality of work, and
longevity in tenure. In the cleaning business,
quality, attention to detail, and expertise are
essential qualities in all employees.
Disengaged and unhappy employees can
result in poor work quality, uncompleted
tasks, and reduced value of commercial
cleaning businesses.
Essentially, high employee turnover can lead to diminished
relationships between building service contractors and facility
managers — costing them profits and damaging their reputations.

One area of high importance for many facility managers and cleaning staff
members is the condition of restrooms. Many visitors dread using restrooms in
crowded venues for fear of poorly-maintained
facilities. In fact, research (2) shows that dirty,
overcrowded restrooms are the primary concern for guests at high-traffic venues such as
airports, concert arenas, and sports stadiums
— even more than long lines or traffic to and
from venues. In fact, 71 percent of guests at
high-traffic venues have had a bad restroom
experience, and one in three guests limit how
much they eat and drink to avoid going to the
restroom.
Large crowds put heavy stress on restrooms,
the cleaning staff, and their equipment.
Refills such as soap and paper run out fast,
and cleaners have a hard time keeping up
during heavy traffic flows.
However, what if distributors could assist
building service contractors in making the
lives of their cleaning staff members easier,
saving them from constantly running back
and forth across long distances to refill empty
dispensers? The answer lies in the Tork
PeakServe™ Continuous™ Hand Towel
System.
Tork PeakServe allows cleaning staff to focus on pressing
needs, so they can cut back on checking product refill status.
Now, they are making a difference with each service visit,
because every trip to clean a restroom is based on a clear need.

To create a positive restroom experience without adding strain on the cleaning staff,
Tork PeakServe combines features that effectively prepare busy restrooms to handle large crowds:

n FOCUSES

CLEANING STAFF ON PRESSING NEEDS

• Easy, Flexible Refilling — Because the dispenser loads from the bottom and can be topped off whenever, refill flexibility allows cleaners
to tackle the task when it suits them, and save time by not having to check refill levels frequently. Continuous towel technology serves
crowds without interruption, tabbing or jamming which puts dispensers out of play.
• High Capacity — A single dispenser holds up to 2,100 towels or 1, 500 feet of toweling — 25 percent more than any other towel system
on the market today. By serving up to 600 more guests between refills than traditional dispensers, it gives staff peace of mind to focus on
important cleaning tasks, without fear of product runout.
• Increased Efficiency — Compressed hand towels allow cleaning staff to carry double the load, reducing time spent traversing back and
forth to stock restrooms.

n IMPROVES VISITOR EXPERIENCE — Revolutionary interlocking towels create a continuous flow of toweling, which generates
smooth, one-at-a-time dispensing that ensures guests can dry hands fast without being held up in the restroom.

n PREVENTS ISSUES BEFORE THEY ARISE — Tork PeakServe is fully compatible with Tork EasyCube™ Intelligent Facility
Cleaning, a cleaning management software that utilizes connected dispensers to provide real-time, actionable data to improve cleaning efficiency
and customer satisfaction.

As building service contractors adapt to meet increased customer and employee demands, Tork PeakServe™ Continuous™ Hand Towel
System is the product that can serve as the backbone to improve overall facility management, benefitting both guests and cleaning staff. This
revolutionary dispensing system features compressed hand towels, which delivers unprecedented capacity, with a unique way of dispensing
towels fast and without interruption. With this, distributors can help building service contractors confidently deliver the level of service that
their employees are proud of, and their customers appreciate.

Visit www.essity.com and www.torkusa.com for more information.

(1) 2017 ISSA/BSCAI Building Service Contractor Benchmarking Study. (2) Based on an IPSOS survey of 3,000 people in the United States, United Kingdom, Germany, France, Poland and Sweden, who have visited a high traffic venue in the past nine months.
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Aluf Plastics, Inc.:

Continued From Page 34

“Yes, we are very proud of our emphasis on using state-ofthe-art machinery,” added Anderson. “But we are equally
proud of our longstanding focus on staying green. The fact is,
we’ve been attentive to recycling long before it became a
trendy buzzword.”
Aluf Plastics recycles roughly 50 million pounds of
industrial plastic waste a year that would otherwise go to a
landfill, as well as the 25,000 gallons of
water used every day in the manufacturing
process. Approximately 60 percent of
what Aluf Plastics produces is from recycled
product. In essence, the company is taking
approximately 75 million pounds of
waste a year from landfills and turning it
into products that have a second life, and
simultaneously helping to reduce the industry’s carbon footprint.
The company also offers a bold lineup
of eco-friendly trash bags — the popular
3-ply Neat/Harmonyx line made with
50 percent recycled material — that are
heralded as environmentally-friendly,
greener bags.
“This reflects but a small portion
of our efforts to contribute to a better
environment by eliminating waste,”
Susan Rosenberg explained. “Looking
specifically for post-consumer products?
We are one of the few manufacturers that
can actually offer high-density bags with
real post-consumer content.”

AMERICAN PRIDE:
BY THE PEOPLE,
FOR THE PEOPLE

The company has been acknowledged
multiple times in Inc. Magazine’s 500/
5000 lists as one of the fastest-growing
privately-held companies in the USA.
Aluf Plastics is also reportedly the only
bag making company that has been
honored for its excellence in customer
service twice by the International Sanitary
Supply Association (ISSA).
“We pride ourselves on caring for the
customer. Our team provides proven
performance, dependable quality and
competitive pricing. This has enabled our
distributors to grow their own businesses,”
expressed Schulgasser. “Private branding
is a big reason we’ve been so successful.
It allows our distributors to differentiate
themselves in the marketplace. It’s
all part of our philosophy of helping
customers over the long term, and building
lasting relationships. We sell exclusively
to distributors and they know that Aluf
Plastics is ready to help every step of the
way.”
The average tenure of an account at
Aluf Plastics lasts an impressive 18 years.
Despite the impressive trajectory of
growth, the executives at Aluf Plastics
remain committed to maintaining a
personal connection with customers, as
well as employees — many who have
been with the company for decades.
“True, we operate the second-largest
blown film plant under one roof in the
USA. But you don’t have to be a huge
client to get VIP treatment. We are happy
to take on a customer with an order of just
a few thousand pounds. Customers who

call us routinely talk with the same people,” Schulgasser
pointed out. “They know we provide proven performance, and
there are no confusing layers of bureaucracy at our familyowned company. The customer service team is flexible and in
touch with one another, so we can better accommodate every
customer without any delays.”
The company ships stock products within 72 hours, and
operates its own fleet of trucks within the metro New York City
area. It uses common carriers for the remainder of its service
region, while many customers also pick up products themselves.

“We’ve been blessed to have so many accomplishments
over the years,” reflected Susan Rosenberg. “Our original
founding in New Jersey, our move to a bigger facility in New
York, our expansion into the heart of Texas — they all revolve
around the identical theme of building upward and giving the
people around us a chance to succeed.”
From building up small business owners, to building up new
opportunities, to building up American pride, Aluf Plastics is
making the can liner category great again! One bag at a time.
Visit www.alufplastics.com for more information.

THE ONE, TWO SOLUTION TO
COMPLETE RESTROOM CARE
The new Splash Hog eliminates
this problem by drastically reducing
splash back where guys typically go.
Plus, it provides a 60 day fragrance
release to keep your restroom
smelling fresh.
Together with the WizKid
Antimicrobial Mat we have the
very best solution to curing
your restroom nightmare.

Order Today and
Never Stand in
Another Man’s Pee Again

The Splash Hog
60 Day Deodorizing Urinal Screen
Stops Splash Back

The WizKid Mat
Premium Antimicrobial Mat
No Odors or Puddles

The Perfect Combination
Call Today and Upgrade Your Restroom with Wizkid Products

WizKidProducts.com | 954-323-2485
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ABCO Products Corp.
6800 N.W. 36th Ave., Miami, FL 33147 USA
Phone: 305-694-2226
Website: www.abcoproducts.com
Products: ABCO Products is a vertically integrated, minority owned
business enterprise that manufactures and markets cleaning products
as well as HACCP compliant color-coded tools into the professional
cleaning, food service, industrial, QSR floor safety and food processing
market segments. 18

ACS Industries, Inc.
One New England Way, Lincoln, RI 02865 USA
Toll Free: 800-222-2880
Email: rbeaudette@acsind.com Website: www.acs-cp.com
Company Officer(s): Steven Buckler, President; Rory Beaudette, Vice
President Sales & COO; Peter Botvin, Executive Vice President
Products: From the company’s beginnings in 1939 as a wire sponge
manufacturer in Rhode Island, ACS has grown its product offerings. It
is a global organization with corporate and R&D functions in the USA
and manufacturing operations in Mexico and China. Vertical integration has taken the company to five facilities with almost 4,000 employees. Its Cleaning Products Division includes hand pads, stainless
scrubbers, sponges, soap pads, grill screens and grill bricks. It produces
a full range of mops, brooms and brushes. Its floor maintenance line
includes non woven floor pads, steel wool floor pads, sand screens and
many specialty floor pads. ACS has achieved UL validation regarding
100 percent recycled material in all of its non woven hand and floor
pads from post-consumer to post-industrial.
In 2017, ACS acquired ETC of Henderson and Treleoni, in South
Carolina. Both of these acquisitions are focused on the jan/san portion
of the business. ACS floor pad sales have now doubled as a result of
these two acquisitions. 18

Aluf Plastics
2 Glenshaw St., Orangeburg, NY 10962 USA
Phone: 845-365-2200 Toll Free: 800-394-BAGS
Email: joe.r@alufplastics.com Website: www.alufplastics.com
Company Officer(s): Susan Rosenberg, CEO; David Anderson, Vice
President of Operations; Joseph Rosenberg, Vice President of Sales;
Martin Ayrovainen, CFO
Products: Aluf Plastics is a nationwide leader in can liners, custom
bags and film. It’s a WBENC-certified Women Minority Owned Business. Voted No. 1 for Disposables Supplier at the ISSA show. Recognized by Inc. Magazine as one of the fastest growing private companies
in the USA. 18

Americo Manufacturing Company
6224 N. Main St., Acworth, GA 30101 USA
Phone: 678-213-5916 Toll Free: 800-241-9902
Email: info@americomfg.com Website: www.americomfg.com
Company Officer(s): Leonard Shutzberg, CEO; Richard Rones, Pres.

Products: Americo is a manufacturer of sustainable cleaning products
such as Full Cycle™ floor pads, hand pads, utility pads and floor matting.
With more than 47 years of manufacturing in the U.S., Americo offers
quality, aggressively-priced products to over 70 countries worldwide. 18

Company Officer: Trent Freiberg, President
Products: Commercial brooms, brushes, rotary brushes and other janitorial products. Also available are waste containers, material handling
and food service products. 17

Bar Keepers Friend
5240 Walt Place, Indianapolis, IN 46062 USA
Phone: 317-459-5521
Email: institutional@barkeepersfriend.com
Website: www.barkeepersfriend.com/institutional
Products: Maker of premium-quality name-brand powder and liquid
scouring cleansers, plus new Spray + Foam. For over 130 years, Bar
Keepers Friend (BKF) has been a trusted brand. “Once tried, always
used” is the company’s motto. Now available in institutional sizes and
NSF-registered formulas for expanded sales and profit opportunities
for distributors. 17

Clift Industries, Inc.
P. O. Box 471578, Charlotte, NC 28247 USA
Toll Free: 800-996-9901
Website: www.beyondgreencleaning.com
Products: Beyond Green Cleaning™ Multi-Surface Disinfectant &
Cleaner works hard on soils and germs alike. It also deodorizes, allowing end-users to control unpleasant odors. It is safe for use in a wide
variety of settings. 15

Avmor
950 Michelin, Laval, QC, H7L 5C1 CANADA
Toll Free: 800-387-8074 Website: www.avmor.com
Products: Founded in 1948, Avmor’s responsibility has been to provide cleaning solutions while maintaining and enhancing health and
safety standards. Avmor’s products and cleaning programs promote efficient, healthier and sustainable practices that exceed performance expectations. 18

Berk International LLC
400 E. 2nd St., Boyertown, PA 19512 USA
Phone: 610-369-0600
Email: jberk@berkwiper.net Website: www.berkwiper.com
Products: Berk International offers a wide line of wiping products
under private label. It features DRC, Scrim, Mighty Wipe®, foodservice towels, spunlace, TAD, and a variety of towel and tissue items for
the bathroom. These products service the jan/san, automotive, foodservice, health care and industrial markets. 15

Bro-Tex, Inc.
800 Hampden Ave., St. Paul, MN 55114 USA
Phone: 651-379-2492 Toll Free: 800-328-2282
Email: info@brotex.com Website: www.brotex.com
Company Officer(s): Arlys Freeman
Products: Established in 1923, Bro-Tex converts a wide variety of
paper and non-woven wiping products. Bro-Tex offers DRC, scrim,
spunlace, ProKnit hydro-entangled wipes, microfiber, Solution Wipes,
build-your-own wet wiping system, Fresh Start disinfectant wipes, dual
texture wipes, absorbents and cloth towels. Private label options are
available. 18
Carlisle Sanitary Maintenance Products
4711 E. Hefner Rd., Oklahoma City, OK 73131 USA
Phone: 405-475-5600 Website: www.carlislefsp.com
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Clearly Better Solutions
1100 Central Industrial Dr.
St. Louis, MO 63110 USA
Toll Free: 888-770-3434
Website: www.clearlybetter.com
Company Officers: Jim Epstein, Pres./ CEO; William Biddle, VP/CFO
Products: Novel green cleaning and sanitation products that redefine
their category by unique design, performance, safety and customer
value - not just better...clearly better than other available technologies.
Products for disinfection, infection prevention, drain, floor, air care and
more. 17

Clorox Professional Products Co.
1221 Broadway, No. 1909D
Oakland, CA 94612 USA
Phone: 510-271-7000
Website: www.cloroxprofessional.com
Products: Full line of established brands designed for the commercial
industry. 15

Continental Commercial Products
305 Rock Industrial Park Dr.
Bridgeton, MO 63044 USA
Toll Free: 800-325-1051
Website: www.continentalcommercialproducts.com
Products: A complete line of products for the janitorial and food service industries including buckets, wringers, wet and dust mops, brushes,
brooms, floor and hand pads, carts, refuse containers, safety signs, dust
pans, trigger sprayers, bottles, smoking receptacles, restroom products,
ingredient bins, oil filtration and handling products. 10

Delta Marketing Int’l, LLC
3 Matt Ave.
Plattsburgh, NY 12901 USA
Phone: 518-562-1633
Website: www.naturesairsponge.com
Products: Nature’s Air Sponge is an environmentally safe odor elim-

inator. It absorbs and eliminates all types of odors such as from cooking, pets, paint, solvent, sewer and tobacco. 14

Diamond Glove
1100 S. Linwood Ave., Ste. A
Santa Ana, CA 92705 USA
Phone: 714-667-0506
Email:johanna-herbert@diamondglove.com
Website: www.diamondglove.com
Products: Provides nitrile, latex, and vinyl disposable gloves. These
are medical or industrial grade gloves and FDA approved. 17
Dinesol Commercial Products
195 East Park Ave., Niles, OH 44446 USA
Phone: 330-544-7171
Website: www.dinesol.com
Products: NSF-approved 10, 20, 32 and 44-gallon cans and lids, dolly, 23-gallon slim can, recycled and swing lid to fit slim can, 5- and 7-inch
bus totes and lids, and foodservice baskets and
trays. 14

Sleeve Floor Protectors, Heavy Duty felt pads, Slip-over Floor Savers,
Formed Felt, Clear Sleeve Sliders for carpet, Gripper doorstop and
many others in a wide range of shapes and sizes. 18
F.C. Meyer Packaging
15 Kim Lane, Stormville, NY 12592 USA
Phone: 203-644-1243
Email: marketing@fcmpackagingsales.com
Website: www.fcmeyerpackaging.com
Products: Domestic manufacturer of food service take out packaging
includes MeyerPak™ leak resistant take out packaging, stock and cus-

tom stadium trays, catering boxes, and bakery boxes. Sustainable packaging solutions as well as structural design services are available. 16

Gordon Brush Mfg. Co., Inc.
3737 Capitol Ave., City of Industry, CA 90601 USA
Phone: 323-724-7777
Email: sales@gordonbrush.com
Website: www.gordonbrush.com
Company Officer: Kenneth L. Rakusin, President and CEO
Products: PlateScrape, for pre-santizing dirty plates. Hand-held
brushes, scratch brushes, platers’ brushes, medical brushes, instru-

Dorden & Company, Inc.
7446 Central Ave., P. O. Box 10247
Detroit, MI 48210 USA
Phone: 313-834-7910
Email: mmfgcoinc@aol.com
Website: www.dordensqueegee.com
Products: Offering “The World’s Finest
Squeegees,” with items made in the USA, Dorden & Company is a contract manufacturer of
floor and window squeegees. Dorden offers
distribution of Belgian Moss squeegees from
its centrally located Detroit, MI, warehouse.
The company is also a contract importer of
Belgian and new German-quality window
squeegees. 18

Essendant
1 Pkwy. North Blvd.,
Deerfield, IL 60015 USA
Phone: 847-627-7000
Email: discover@essendant.com
Website: www.essendant.com
Products: Essendant is a wholesaler that powers
its partners’ success by integrating a vast product
assortment, a world-class fulfillment network
and a full suite of advanced sales, marketing
and digital tools. Essendant connects customers
with top manufacturers in the market to offer
over two million products in its portfolio. Essendant distributes janitorial and sanitation
supplies, food service products, office supplies,
office furniture, print and technology supplies,
safety supplies and tools, welding products, industrial supplies, oilfield supplies, automotive
technician tools, repair shop tools and supplies
and body shop supplies. 18

Everstrong Commercial Products
1001 E. 24th St., Haileah, FL 33013 USA
Phone: 786-409-3079
Email: manager1@everstrongproducts.com
Website: www.everstrongproducts.com
Products: Cards and basket trucks for material handling and laundries. Also cart covers
and liners. 17

Expanded Technologies
6520 46th St., Kenosha, WI 53144 USA
Phone: 262-654-7720 x104
Toll Free: 888-654-7720
Email: bbushey@expandedtechnologies.com
Website: www.expandedtechnologies.com
Products: Expanded Technologies is a leading
manufacturer of the most complete line of floor
protection products available. Its felt protectors
reduce scratching, lower noise and decrease
maintenance costs significantly. Clear Sleeve
Floor Protectors have a transparent flexible
sleeve that securely conforms to the shape of
the leg. They are very durable and are available
in 10 sizes. Using Expanded Technologies’ protectors on chairs and tables also minimize wear
on floors caused by moving furniture, and extend the life of the furniture, because there’s
less stress on the joints. Products include: Clear

Just SCATTER it!

Scatter

®

Granular Odor Counteractant
Powerfully effective Scatter® Odor Counteractant Granules™ are easy
to apply and are formulated to handle even the toughest odors from
restaurant, institutional, commercial and municipal waste.
Scatter® granules offer an exclusive triple-phase odor control system:
1) absorbs rancid, odor-causing spills 2) counteracts odors with
Metazene® odor counteractant and 3) controls and freshens airborne
malodors. Scatter® offers the perfect solution to odor problems from trash
containers, garbage dumpsters and compactors.
Features &
Advantages

tEﬀectively suppresses
gaseous malodors associated
with organic wastes
tEasy to apply & economical
to use
tEﬀectively controls odors
between waste hauling cycles

tOut-performs competitive
products
tAvailable in 5 convenient sizes
tBiodegradable,
non-corrosive, contains
no acids
tV.O.C. compliant.

SurcoTech® - An Alpha Aromatics® Brand

Contains Metazene®
M O L E C U L A R
Odor Neutralizer
MegaFresh Trash Room
Odor Control System
and Scatter® Granular Odor
Counteractant contains
Metazene®odor
neutralizer
additive. Metazene®
actually neutralizes
odors at the
molecular level.
TM

Look for the Metazene®
seal for assurance of true
molecular odor protection.

Toll Free 800-556-0111 Phone 412-252-7000

www.surcotech.com/garbage

©2016 AAI.
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ment cleaning brushes, applicator brushes, detail brushes, parts
cleaning brushes, military brushes, block brushes, upright brushes,
paintbrushes, flow-thru brushes, high-pressure brushes, strip brushes,
micro-spiral brushes, abrasive brushes, spiral brushes, twisted-inwire brushes, vacuum brushes, condenser tube brushes, paddle
brushes, bore brushes, radiator brushes, spoke brushes, refrigeration
and plumbing brushes, tube-fitting brushes, bowl brushes, vat
brushes, janitorial brushes, brooms, squeegees, polycorn uprights,
truck wash brushes, lobby brooms, dusters, cylinder brushes, bonded
disc brushes, bonded flap brushes, abrasive nylon brushes, spiral
round coil brushes, rotary brushes, fine filament brushes, Thunderon® brushes, dome brushes, acid brushes, power brushes, specialty brushes, hygienic brushes, mops, buffs, dressing sheets and
handpads. 17

Haviland Corporation
P. O. Box 769 - 200 S Hwy. U, Linn, MO 65051 USA
Phone: 573-897-3672 Toll Free: 800-325-3915
Email: squeegees@havilandcorp.com
Website: www.havilandcorp.com
Products: The Brink Pad is the newest addition to Haviland’s food
service line of products. The Brink Pad will not damage knives, is
easy to clean, will not harbor bacteria, available in several sizes,
and doubles as a hot pad. In addition, Haviland’s Sizzler and Sizzler Plus is a great way to clean grills. Both are equipped with a
blade that will remain stable in temperatures up to 500 degrees.
The Sizzler Plus has a stainless steel scraper to remove tough,
stuck-on debris. For really stuck-on messes, the 8-inch, fully hard
stainless steel scraper will do the trick. The select squeegee features
a FDA-approved blade and stainless steel frame. Color-coded,
foam squeegees and non-marking rubber squeegees are also manufactured. Haviland manufactures squeegees in the United States
with raw materials from the U.S. 18

ITW Professional Brands
805 E. Old 56 Hwy., Olathe, KS 66061 USA
Toll Free: 800-443-9536
Email: cservice@itwprobrands.com
Website: www.itwprofessionalbrands.com
Products: Manufacturing and marketing five well-known brands;
SCRUBS® premoistened wipes, Spray Nine® disinfectants/degreasers, DYKEM® industrial marking products, Dymon® specialty cleaners and Atlantic Mills® disposable foodservice wipers
for the industrial MRO, jan/san and foodservice channels. Headquartered in Olathe, KS, the company has an additional distribution
center in Lakewood, NJ. 13
Kaivac, Inc.
2680 Van Hook Ave., Hamilton, OH 45015 USA
Toll Free: 800-287-1136

Email: info@kaivac.com Website: www.kaivac.com
Products: Kaivac offers a variety of hygienic cleaning systems.
This includes the Kaivac® No-Touch Cleaning for restrooms; OmniFlex™ AutoVac for high performance floor cleaning; OmniFlex™ Dispense-And-Vac for food service; and OmniFlex™ SUV
cleaning/janitor’s cart. 18
Kutol Products Company
100 Partnership Way, Sharonville, OH 45241 USA
Toll Free: 800-543-4641
Email: sales@kutol.com Website: www.kutol.com
Products: A manufacturer of commercial foam and liquid hand
soaps, hand sanitizers and specialty skin care products made in the
USA in the company’s modern FDA-registered, LEED Silver-certified facility. Products are available in wall mount, counter mount
and portable pump, pour and squeeze dispensing options. Private
labeling available. 18
M2 Professional Cleaning Products LTD
59 Talman Court, Concord, ON L4K 4L5 CANADA
Phone: 905-738-2007 Website: www.m2mfg.com
Products: Manufacturer of buckets and wringers, along with a
complete line of professional cleaning products including wet
mops, dust mops, as well as a full line of assorted brushes and push
brooms. M2 has over 40 years of manufacturing experience in the
cleaning industry. 16
Magnolia Brush Manufacturers, Ltd.
1001 N. Cedar St., Clarksville, TX 75426 USA
Phone: 903-427-2261
Email: sales@magnoliabrush.com
Website: www.magnoliabrush.com
Products: Bakery oven brushes, floor brushes, scrub brushes,
mops, handles, pot and pan brushes, BBQ mops, and janitorial
items. 18

Malish Corporation, The
7333 Corporate Blvd., Mentor, OH 44060 USA
Phone: 440-951-5356
Email: info@malish.com Website: www.malish.com
Products: Manufacturer of commercial and industrial floor machine brushes, including a full range of rotary brushes, foodservice/color-coded brushes, as well
MidLab, Inc.
140 Private Brand Way, Athens, TN 37303 USA
Phone: 423-337-3180 Email: customerservice@midlab.com
Website: www.midlabinc.com, www.natturaproducts.com
Products: Private brand chemicals with over 600 custom-blended
formulas in powders, liquids and solids. A variety of packaging

choices — totes, drums, pails, gallons, quarts, convenience packets.
In-house graphics for brand development. 13

Moerman Americas, Inc.
2010 Crow Canyon Place, Suite 100
San Ramon, CA 94583 USA
Phone: 203-878-1414 Email: info@moermanamericas.com
Website: www.moermangroup.com
Products: Color-coded floor squeegees for foodservice application, dual foam blades, and single molded blades, produced in a
variety of sizes from 18 to 30 inches. 18

National Chemical Laboratories, Inc.
401 N. 10 St., Philadelphia, PA 19123 USA
Phone: 215-922-1200
Email: wsmith@nclonline.com Website: www.nclonline.com
Company Officers: Harry Pollack, President and CEO; William
J. Smith, Vice President of Sales and Marketing
Products: For more than 60 years, facility service providers have
turned to NCL for answers to tough sanitary maintenance problems. Its World Class Cleaning Solutions® are produced at the
company’s one-half-million-square-foot manufacturing and operations center in Philadelphia, PA, with distribution locations in
Philadelphia and Phoenix, AZ. NCL services the sanitary maintenance industry through a select distributor network in the United
States and in over 55 countries around the world. NCL programs
for cleaning and maintenance are used by K-12 education, building
service contractors, the institutional and industrial sector, as well
as the health care and foodservice markets. 17
Nexstep Commercial Products (Exclusive Licensee of O-Cedar)
625 Burt St., Springfield, OH 45505 USA
Phone: 937-322-5163
Email: customerservice@ocedarcommercial.com
Website: www.ocedarcommercial.com
Products: A line of cleaning products ideal for foodservice including angle brooms, brushes, wet mops, dust pans, microfiber,
squeegees, scrapers, dispensers, sponges and pads, carts, floor
signs, buckets and wringers, mop sticks, handles, bathroom accessories, and waste containers. Many items are available in a variety
of colors to prevent cross-contamination. 18

Norshel Industries, Inc.
2933 River Rd., Croydon, PA 19021 USA
Toll Free: 800-255-6677
Email: sales@norshel.com Website: www.norshel.com
Company Officer(s): Eric Leibowitz; Aaron Leibowitz
Products: Manufacturer of wet mops and handles. Importer and
master wholesaler of a complete line of janitorial and industrial
products. Servicing distributors
in the jan/san, food service, educational, industrial, hospitality,
construction and health care industries. 18
Pro-Link, Inc.
500 Chapman St.,
Canton, MA 02021 USA
Phone: 781-828-9550
Email: info@prolinkhq.com
Website: www.prolinkhq.com
Products: Pro-Link is a janitorial
supply, marketing and buying organization with a nationally recognized brand of high quality
janitorial products. It offers dedicated field support, training and
centralized procurement. Programs
available to improve business operations include sales training,
management tools and sustainable
cleaning, along with selling to
BSCs, government and long-term
care facilities. 16
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RDA Advantage
5808 S. Rapp St., Suite 220,
Littleton, CO 80120 USA
Phone: 303-794-2400
Email: mark@rdaadvantage.com
Website: www.rdaadvantage.com
Company Officer(s): Mark Lyle
Products: Towels, tissue, napkins,
dispensers, high and linear low-density can liners, bath rolls, wipers,
food service cutlery and containers,

Performance
right down
the line

The Cascades PRO Tandem line:
sleek and stylish dispensers engineered
for high performance.
TM

To learn more, visit cascadespro.com

gloves, floor pads, cleaning pads, scrubbers, mop heads, brooms,
foaming and liquid hand soap, hand sanitizers, wall and counter
mount soap dispensers, jan/san products, foil, film, paper and plastic
bags. RDA Advantage consists of 11 redistributors and 20 warehouses across North America. RDA Advantage provides customers
with local service, quality products, preferred pricing and quick delivery. Current redistributors sell national jan/san and foodservice
brands, as well as RDA Advantage’s own Advantage and Vintage
brand products. 18

Rubbermaid Commercial Pds.
3124 Valley Ave.
Winchester, VA 22601 USA
Phone: 540-667-8700
Website: www.rubbermaidcommercial.com
Products: A manufacturer serving worldwide commercial and institutional markets. Product categories include foodservice, sanitary
maintenance, waste handling, material transport, washroom and
safety. 14

Safety Zone, The
P. O. Box 85
Centerbrook, CT 06409 USA
Phone: 860-767-2600
Website: www.safety-zone.com
Products: Direct importer and manufacturer of supplies and devices for safety, medical and food processing applications. 16
Sheppard Redistribution, Inc.
1122 Longford Rd.
Oaks, PA 19456 USA
Toll Free: 888-733-4787
Email: info@sheppard-enterprises.com

Website: www.sheppard-enterprises.com
Products: A growth-oriented master redistributor of paper products, janitorial, industrial and foodservice supplies. Serving the
Mid-Atlantic and greater Cleveland, OH, regions. 18

Spartan Chemical Company, Inc.
1110 Spartan Dr., Maumee, OH 43537 USA
Toll Free: 800-537-8990
Website: www.spartanchemical.com
Email: customerservice@spartanchemical.com
Company Officer(s): Stephen H. Swigart, Chairman of the Board;
John W. Swigart, President; Scott M. Libbe, Chief Financial Officer; James R. Lenardson, Executive Vice President; Justin W.
Black, Treasurer; Greg Ford, Vice President of Sales; David N.
Reed, Vice President-National Accounts; William J. Schalitz, Vice
President, Research & Development; and John Roemer, Vice President of Supply Chain Management
Products: A formulator and manufacturer of sustainable cleaning
and sanitation solutions for the industrial and institutional markets
since 1956. A U.S. employer, Spartan manufactures products from
its state-of-the-art manufacturing facility in Maumee, OH, and sells
both domestically and internationally through a selective network
of distribution. Its chemical products and services are used in building service contractor, education, healthcare, food service and processing, lodging/hospitality, and industrial markets. 18

Triple S
2 Executive Park Dr., N. Billerica, MA 01862 USA
Phone: 978-667-7900
Email: info@triple-s.com
Website: www.triple-s.com
Products: National jan/san-focused distribution, sales, marketing,
networking and logistics organization. SSS proprietary brand prod-

ucts are available from a member network of value-added sanitary
supply distributors. 16

Tucel Industries, Inc.
2014 Forestdale Rd., P. O. Box 146, Forestdale, VT 05745 USA
Phone: 802-247-6824
Website: www.tucel.com
Products: Tucel produces brushes serving foodservice, janitorial
and other industries that are 100 percent green, recyclable and
fused. All products are polypropylene, which does not absorb
water, causing bacteria. Fused brushes are made using a manufacturing process whereby the bristle and block are “Heat Fused” together; thus no holes and no staple where bacteria can harbor and
cross-contaminate. Tucel has its brushes NSF tested for cleanability. All products are HACCP compatible. 13
United Group, The (TUG)
3121 Mercedes Dr., Monroe, LA 71201 USA
Phone: 318-387-9676
Email: info@unitedgroup.com Website: www.unitedgroup.com
Company Officer: Tobie F. McKown, Pres/CEO
Products: Member-owned, national buying group for independent
distributors of jan/san, packaging, foodservice and safety products
and leading suppliers of those products. TUG’s mission is increased
market share and profitability for both its members and its suppliers
through strong, mutually beneficial partnerships. 17

Zenex International
1 Zenex Cir., Cleveland, OH 44146 USA
Phone: 440-232-4155 Website: www.zenexint.com
Products: Zenex International is a manufacturer of chemical formulations, personal care products, industrial wipes and aerosols.
17

Product News From Restaurant & Food Service Suppliers

Gordon Brush Introduces PlateScrape For Pre-Sanitizing Dirty Plates

Gordon Brush has worked with the inventors of the PlateScrape to create a patent-pending new, effective and simple way to pre-sanitize
dirty plates in restaurants, hotels, convention centers, banquet halls, etc., that is also environmentally friendly.
PlateScrape holds 4.4 gallons of water, which fills the product slightly above its brushes. When filled, PlateScrape is ready to be used by
gliding one plate at a time in-between the brushes, easily scraping off any remaining food waste on the plate. The 4.4 gallons should be
used for at least 200 to 400 plates, and can continue to be used until plates don’t come out clean and pre-sanitized.
The current method of cleaning plates in commercial kitchens uses spray nozzles which use over 1 gallon of water per minute. It’s
easy to imagine how PlateScrape can quickly reduce utility bills and help minimize the environmental footprint that pre-sanitizing plates
leaves on the earth. Not only does the PlateScrape save a large amount of water, it also saves a lot of manpower from the traditional
spray-off methods.
The PlateScrape is estimated to save over 100 billion gallons of water annually in the United States alone, and reduces the volume of contaminated water that must be processed through sewer treatment systems. When factoring the usage of natural
or propane gas needed to heat water during the traditional pre-sanitizing methods, the PlateScrape is also estimated to save trillions of cubic feet of gas.
Combining water, sewerage treatment, gas and labor, the PlateScrape will annually generate $20 to $30 billion
in savings, according to Gordon Brush.
The PlateScrape recently won the William Cordes Innovation Excellence Award, from the American Brush
Manufacturers Association. Visit www.gordonbrush.com for more information.

From Bar Keepers Friend

Fast, Effective Cleansers For Uses
Including Food Service And Food Processing
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Bar Keepers Friend (BFK) cleansers
include Powder, Soft Cleanser or
MORE Spray+Foam liquid.
“BKF is fast and highly effective at
cleaning or restoring stainless steel,
chrome, fiberglass, ceramic, tile,
porcelain, brass, copper and many
other hard non-stone surfaces. BFK
products are used successfully in such
diverse worksites as health care, education, resorts, lodging, government,
marinas, metal-working, and food
service and food processing.”
For more information, e-mail kpatterson@barkeepersfriend.com.

Product News From Restaurant & Food Service Suppliers

From ACS

The Great White Finish Mop

Great White, the world’s first lint free finish mop, is unique.
It’s a lint free high-tech filament yarn mop that, for the first time ever, solves the problems
associated with laying finish. Immediately, you notice that the coats of finish are more even,
with more square feet per loading.
The release of finish evenly coats the
floor’s surface with no drag — it simply
glides.
The yarn's ability to hold the finish with
surface tension allows Great White to release
the finish more evenly and more completely
as it is pulled across the floor. This even release of finish gives more square footage per
trip to the bucket. Combine this with a much
smoother, more glossy initial finish. Users can
get up to 20 percent more initial gloss.
Rinses clean in water and then drips dry for
its next use.
For more information, visit www.acsindustries.com or call 800-328-2282.

From Bro-Tex:

Dual Texture Wipes

Bro-Tex is celebrating 95 years of creating customized wiping solutions like their new dual textured wipes. These innovative wipes are designed
to gently scrub away build-up such as biofilm,
milkstone and carbon without damaging underlying
surfaces.
The aperture texture is ideal to trap grease, ink,
paint and dirt. The material stands up to solvents and
cleaning fluids. The coarse texture side of the towels can be used to clean and the smooth
side for lint-free polishing. Visit www.brotex.com for more information.

DordenSqueegee
Expands U.S. Warehousing For Belgian Moss Floor Squeegees

Stocked and ready for immediate delivery, full or partial container loads
Included in the expansion are:
• More plastic frame squeegees in 3 sizes
• Additional Moss Squeegees w/splash guard (considered heavy-duty)
• Heavy-duty Red Neoprene available
• Color-coded for food service, hospitals, etc.
• Excellent quality and longevity
• Dries the floor as liquid is being squeegeed
• Sample stock available for evaluation

How Restaurants Are 86ing High Maintenance Costs
And Noisy Dining Rooms By Using Clear Sleeve™
Floor Savers® From Expanded Technologies

Beautiful hardwood, stone, VCT and laminate are all common flooring solutions in
restaurants and bars these days. Understanding how to maintain them is the key to minimizing costs and avoiding the need for frequent refinishing or premature replacement that
is often necessary in high traffic areas.
“One of the easiest and most cost-effective ways to protect floors in a
restaurant is to install floor protectors
to furniture legs. Floor protectors come
in many shapes, types and sizes to accommodate different kinds of furniture
legs. However, not all floor protection
solutions are created equally. Some are
difficult to install or fall off easily after
repeated use, while others create more
noise or cause damage to the furniture.
“Clear Sleeve™ Floor Savers® from Expanded Technologies were designed to solve
common issues associated with other floor protectors. In addition to easy installation and
being able to stand up to the daily rigors of high traffic environments, they are also specially
engineered to reduce noise for a better dining experience,” said the company.
Officials at The Boat House Pub & Eatery, in Kenosha, WI, recently discovered the benefits of installing Floor Savers® throughout their establishment.
“We were always looking for solutions to prevent potential scratches to our floors,” said
Boat House owner Jim Matzur. “We tried tap-in floor protectors, but we had to replace
those every year, and they often resulted in damage to the furniture.”
Matzur continued to look for more cost-effective options until he came across Clear
Sleeve™ Floor Savers® from Expanded Technologies.
“They were easy to install and conformed right to the bottom of the chair leg. We’ve had
those same Floor Savers® on our chairs for three years now, and not a single one has fallen
off or needed to be replaced,” he said. “Not only have they ended up costing me less time
and money than traditional tap-in protectors, they also slide silently across the floor, which
creates a much nicer experience for customers.”
“With solutions for any type of flooring, including hard floors and carpeting, Clear
Sleeve™ Floor Savers® are perfect for any restaurant or high traffic area,” said Expanded
Technologies.
“I’m glad we found Expanded Technologies,” Matzur said. “Floor Savers® are the ideal
solution for our problems, and they are better than anything else I have ever used.”
Visit www.expandedtechnologies.com for more information.

Join Berk
International At
The 2018 National
Restaurant
Association Show

Berk International will be exhibiting at the 2018 NRA (National Restaurant Association)
Show, held in Chicago, IL, at McCormick Place from May 19-May
22, 2018.
Please visit booth No. 11325 to
meet the newest member of the
company’s sales team, Jake Berk,
and learn about Chef’s Select®, a
complete line of specialty wipes,
guest towels, napkins and dispensers by Berk International.
Keep customers satisfied with
Berk’s intelligent wiping solutions.

Belgian-made window squeegees are also available.

Dorden also produces a full line of USA-made squeegees.
Contact DordenSqueegee at: Phone 313 834 7910
• Email mmfgcoinc@aol.com • www.dordensqueegee.com

Visit www.berkwiper.com
or call 866-222-2375
for more information.

Phone Number: 1-800-992-0181
Fax Number: 316-267-2930
e-mail address: gscjansplymfr@juno.com
website: giftsalescompany.net
P.O. Box 17082 Wichita, KS 67217
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ADVERTORIAL

Lindhaus Adds New Backpack Vacuum To Scrubber, Vacuum Equipment Lineup

Lindhaus features a world-class line of cordless cleaning equipment.
This includes the LB-4 Backpack vacuum, in both Lithium-ion cordless and electric versions.
The LB-4 L-ion Backpack completes the Lindhaus trio of Lithium-ion cleaning equipment. Lindhaus also offers its
LS-38 vacuum/sweeper and its LW30 Scrubber/Dryer. All are available with the interchangeable 36V- 6Ah L-ion battery pack.

This battery flexibility allows users to
conveniently interchange batteries within
the Lindhaus line of cleaning equipment for
top to bottom cleaning, without the hassle
of a cord. Lindhaus L-ion batteries charge
in 90 minutes. Facilities with multiple L-ion
products can clean almost endlessly, without
ever worrying about cords or charging
downtime.
Cords have always been a hassle, and
even worse, a dangerous tripping hazard.
Cutting the cord also increases productivity.
Cordless cleaning equipment frees the user
to be more effective, untied from the limits
of the cord. Freedom of movement equals
faster cleaning, and now it’s 3X faster with
the Lindhaus trio of L-ion equipment which
includes:
• LW pro L-ion Scrubber/Drier;
• LS 38 L-ion
Vacuum/Sweeper/Shampooer; and,
• LB-4 L-ion Backpack Vacuum.

LB-4 L-ion Backpack Vacuum

The LB4 is the lightest battery backpack
vacuum in the world, at only 10.3 pounds.
This machine has been designed to be the
most comfortable backpack vacuum ever!
Not only is it the world’s lightest, but every
detail has been worked out to achieve perfect
balance for the user, while improving range
of motion and reduce workplace injuries.
Designed with seamless dimensions and low
weight, combined with the comfort provided
by the padded and transpiring backrest and
the fully adjustable padded straps, the product allows many hours a day of use without
stress to the operator.
Studies have shown that backpack vacuum operators rarely have the equipment
adjusted properly for optimum weight distribution. Lindhaus teamed with the Marsu• LW pro L-ion
• LS 38 L-ion
• LB-4 L-ion
pial Gear company to utilize the latest harness
Scrubber/Drier
Vacuum/Sweeper/Shampooer
Backpack Vacuum.
technology to ensure proper adjustment.
This machine has been designed (in detail) to achieve high performance, large bag capacity, highest level of filtration even with
LW pro L-ion Scrubber/Drier
extremely small dimensions, and low weight. With over 30 minutes of run time on one
For hard floor cleaning, the Lindhaus LW pro L-ion is the perfect machine for cleaning charge, the LB4 is ready for large cleaning tasks.
surfaces, ranging from the roughest to the most deliThe LB4 is also the most versatile backpack vacuum ever, featuring:
cate. Its versatility, along with the low-profile base
• Carpet Shampooing With The Encapsulation Cleaning System — The LB4 Electric
(only 5.5 inches) and sleek upright body, make it ef- can be equipped with a kit, including the electronic power nozzle Lindhaus PB12e, a flex
L-ion base
fortless to use.
hose and a telescopic wand, both electrified in order to transform the vacuum cleaner into
Dual suctioned squeegees instantly dry the floor per- a powerful carpet cleaner for any kind of carpeting. In seconds and with no tools, the intefectly, allowing immediate use. The cleaning compo- grated DCS (Deep Cleaning System) converter can be
nents, squeegees and roller can be easily removed for a installed to convert the PB12e into a very effective enquick rinse after using the machine. Cord-free operation capsulation carpet cleaner, thanks to the mechanical acand perfectly dry floors make this the safest machine tion ensured by the high-speed brush roller. Lindhaus’
for cleaning occupied spaces, such as 24-hour conven- ecological detergents are available for shampooing and
ience stores/restaurants and retail stores. Cordless spot cleaning carpets and rugs;
means no limits.
• Easy Transformation Into A Canister Vacuum
The LW pro L-ion has no restrictions when it comes
Cleaner — The LB4 is a multifunction machine, thanks
to the quick cleaning of any hard surfaces: marble,
to its sleek design and compact dimensions. It’s perfectly
wood, ceramic, resin, laminate quartz, etc.
adaptable to be a canister vacuum cleaner. Simply reThe brush pressure is adjustable. A large selection
move the shoulder kit and attach four pivoting wheels
of brushes or abrasive disks are available to handle any
(optional). The end-user now has a pull behind canister
type of job, from delicate to difficult. With a 20-minute
vacuum that follows the operator effortlessly. A convenrun time, end-users can clean over 1,000 square feet
ient handle is placed on the top of the machine to transbefore changing batteries
port it or park it vertically;
• Ideal For Any Floor — Powerful, silent and super
LS 38 L-ion Vacuum/Sweeper/Shampooer
handy, it’s equipped with the patented standard Lindhaus
A new and innovative machine unique to the industry, LS38 combines the mechanical M28R universal brush. The suction is perfect at 360°,
strength of two high speed counter-rotating rollers “twin force”, which rotate at 2000 RPM, and the central bristles are self-cleaning. For delicate
providing sweeping action over the entire machine width. Combined with a new high-effi- flooring, there is also as self-polishing pad with natural
ciency suction motor, the LS38 is a powerful deep cleaner.
felt (optional); and,
The patented drive system allows the counter rotation
• Blower — The strong suction, especially from the
of the brush-rollers with a single belt. This provides ultielectric version, can also be used for its blowing funcmate quietness and maximum reliability, without the lack
tion. It just requires an optional kit that concentrates
of dependability of planetary and orbiting gears.
the outgoing air of the motor. Using a hose for suction
The LS38 was constructed with the professional mainand one for blowing, the machine can blow and suction
tenance worker in mind. Designed for improved durabilsimultaneously.
ity and reduced maintenance, including metal bearing
supports, this machine is built to survive the rigors of the
commercial world.
Down to the smallest details, features include:
• Anti-marring bumpers;
• Swivel joint that provides a precise steering effect;
• Soft start circuitry and overload electronic controls;
• Adjustable front gate to collect large size objects;
• Easily converts to shampoo carpet; and,
• Runs up to 50 minutes on one charge.
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New Designs • Higher Margins
• More Competitively Priced!

LW Professional Line
Ultra Compact Scrubber Drier
Over twice the working capacity
of competitors
50% longer run time per tank
50% increased productivity
over competitors
Over 10 times more productivity
than a mop and bucket
Fill ‘n’ Go Cordless Technology

LS 38 L-ion / LS38 Electric
Mini Multifunction Vacuum/Sweeper

Ideal For Any Floor
*.! %(!þ%!*5
On Carpets
Adjustable Intake
50-Minute Run Time

LB4 L-ion
Backpack vacuum cleaner
Tool-Free Maintenance
World Lightest Battery
Backpack Vacuum
10.8 lbs. with Battery

Lindhaus Lithium-ion Batteries
Dry Shampoo/Encapsulation
Conversion Kit Available

Vacuum over
8,000 sq. ft. of
ý++./+*/%*#(!
charge
Easily converts to
Pull-Behind
Canister

Lindhaus Professional Line
Heavy Duty Multifunction Upright Vacuums

800-498-7526
E-Mail: info@lindhaus.com
Web Site: www.lindhaus.com
Serving The Industry For 30 Years

ADVERTORIALS
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ODOR CONTROL

From Bullen Companies:

New RX Air Care System

The Bullen Companies released their new RX
Air Care System under their Airx Laboratories
brand. The new RX Air Care System is a comprehensive odor control program from desktop to
total building coverage. Odors from things like
smoke, garbage, organic matter travel through the
air and are often difficult to control. The products
in Bullen’s RX Air Care System are formulated to
immediately eliminate odors and leave a pleasant
fragrance note behind.
RX Scentinel cabinets are designed to fit RX
microcell products to disperse odor counteractant and eliminate odors. With both active and
passive cabinet designs, the Scentinel cabinets
can eliminate and counteract odors in a variety
of situations.
Using RX Microcell products, the cabinets can
provide odor control for up to 60 days in some situations. All powered cabinets use D size batteries
to make up keep and service on the cabinets simple. No more stocking odd sized batteries or multiple sizes for different cabinets.
n RX SCENTINEL CABINETS —
● Newly designed cabinet made just for
RX19E microcells;
● Good for use in somewhat larger spaces such
as bathrooms, conference rooms, etc.;
● The Scentinel cabinet will hold up to three
RX19E microcells; and,
● One D size battery will power the cabinet for 60 days of continuous use. Packed 1
per box, takes one D size battery.
n RX SCENTINEL JR CABINETS —
● No fan/passive cabinet that holds one RX19E microcell;
● Ideal for small areas where there is natural air movement, like the back of a door or
in a hallway; and,
● Thirty day life of the RX19E microcells offers an inexpensive passive method of
odor control. Packed 12 per case.
n RX SCENTINEL DESKTOP —
● The personal size Scentinel cabinet; small and compact so it fits on your desk or in
an out-of-the-way spot;
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● Uses one RX17; and,
● Continuous odor control for 1 month. Packed
1 per box, takes one D size battery.
n MICROCELL FRAGRANCE NOTES FOR
RX17S & RX19ES —
● Airicide® is best for the worst odor situations, is effective against smoke, sewage and
garbage odors, fragrance is not identifiable and is
universally liked;
● Lemon is best for fish odors and smoke, creates a clean and energizing atmosphere, and is
known to improve productivity;
● Mountain Mist reminds customers, employees and others of a hike in the mountains;
● Aquatic Mist is best for commercial facilities to remind people of the seashore, the ocean
and fun;
● Blue Skies fragrance will bring back memories of a walk in the park on a nice sunny day; and,
● Herbal Fusion is clean, crisp and fresh, with
a harmonious balance between herbal and citrus
vibrancy. Herbal Fusion is widely appreciated for
its clean smell.
n RX AIR CARE MICROCELLS —
● The RX17s are now available in Airicide,
Lemon and Herbal Fusion, and are packed 12 per
box, 6 boxes per master case; and,
● The RX19s are now available in Airicide,
Lemon, Herbal Fusion, Mountain Mist, Blue Skies and Aquatic Mist, and are packed 8
per box, 6 boxes per master case.
The Bullen Companies is a manufacturer in the floor care, carpet care and odor control
markets, and has been serving the janitorial supply industry since 1939. Its line of
branded products include: Airx, Truekleen, Clausen, e-clean, SanoVerde, Road Off and
One Up along with hundreds of private label programs worldwide.
The Bullen Companies has marked a number of industry firsts including:
• First To Market - A Patented Non-Butyl Cleaner And Degreaser;
• First To Market - An EPA Registered Sanitized Carpet Cleaner;
• First To Market - A High Speed Polishing Crème; and,
• First To Market - An Anti-Bacterial Hand Soap
Visit www.bullenonline.com for more information.

Queenaire Technologies

Hydroxyl Air Treatment & Ozone Generation Eliminates Odors

R

ADVERTORIAL

“The Newaire™ Plugin crosses all lines and markets related to odor control. It can be
ecent flooding and brush fires that have caused so much damage in different regions
of United States have also left unpleasant aftereffects for many business, facility, used in occupied spaces and runs continously,” Duffy said. “Due to its smaller size, the
home and automobile owners — foul odors. The good news is, there is help in the Newaire™ Plugin is a great tool for distributor sales reps to have with them when visiting
form of hydroxyl air treatment and ozone generation. Both of these advancements in odor customers, allowing end-users to see the true potential of the product.”
Also available from Queenaire Technologies is the line of Rainbowair™ Activators,
elimination are not only environmentally friendly, but available in a wide variety of products
which has been the brand of choice for over 30 years at such end-use facilities as hotels,
from Queenaire Technologies.
But what is the difference between hydroxyl air treatment and ozone generation? According restaurants, professional cleaners, rental stores and contractors. All Rainbowair™ products
incorporate the most up-to-date ozone generating techto Queenaire Technologies President Susan
nology available, and are especially good at satisfying
Duffy, hydroxyl radicals are formed in nabuilding restoration needs.
ture. They are diatomic molecules that are
highly reactive and very short-lived. DisDISTRIBUTORS CAN
covered by scientists in 1963, hydroxyl
LEAD THE WAY
radicals are often referred to as the
The need for odor control continues
“detergent” of the troposphere (the
to increase among distributors and
lowest part of the atmosphere), beend-users. After years of research
cause they help destroy many pollutants. They also play an important role
and development, Queenaire Techin eliminating some greenhouse gases.
nologies offers what company offiAtmospheric hydroxyl radicals
cials feel is the right hydroxyl and
should not be confused with free radiozone mix of products for the odor
cals that are produced inside living orcontrol market. Further, a trained servganisms. Atmospheric hydroxyl radicals
ice team at Queenaire offers mainteare so reactive that they are instantly
nance and repair work on several
neutralized when making contact with
company makes and models.
any substance, and would be impossible
“One of our ongoing objectives is helping
to ingest as a complete ion. This makes
distributors have all the information and tools
using hydroxyl radicals, which are found
they need to become successful when selling
in the outside air at all times during the
our products,” Duffy said. “This is espeday, one of the safest processes for deodorcially important for those distributors who
The Newaire™ HO3 - 2500 Air & Surface Treatment System
izing an occupied area.
are not familiar with Queenaire TechnoloOzone, meanwhile, is often referred to as nature’s own purifier. It’s most evident at the gies. It’s important that all distributors understand the technology behind hydroxyl air treatseashore, near a waterfall, in a rain forest and after a thunderstorm. Ozone makes up ap- ment and ozone generation, as opposed to other odor control options.
proximately 20 percent of the air being breathed everyday, and has been used over the past
“I feel this is where we really shine as a supplier. Queenaire Technologies has been in the
century to purify water and eliminate a wide range of odors.
odor control business for a very long time. We know what it takes, especially when it comes
Ozone is not used as a reodorant, but rather totally destroys offending gases, reacting to customer service.”
with contaminates in air, water, and on fabrics, walls and ceilings.
With established brands Newaire, Rainbowair and Queenaire in place, and a management team with over 30 years of odor control experience, Queenaire Technologies provides
various products that incorporate up-to-date ozone generating technology as well as hydroxyl air treatment to an expanding marketplace.
“Using ozone is especially good when getting odor out of surfaces, while hydroxyl works
well at cleaning the air,” Duffy said. “A great product for doing both, at the same time, is
the Newaire™ HO3 - 2500 Air & Surface Treatment System. It incorporates the best
Queenaire Technologies’ line of Rainbowair™ Activators
characteristics of each type of air and surface treatment.
“The Newaire™ HO3 - 2500 can be used as an hydroxyl generator, in areas where people
are present, to get rid of odors, bacteria and viruses. It can also be used, when people are
So much so that company officials have available for distributors A Comprehensive Guide
not present, to generate ozone in the same locations, for a more in-depth odor treatment and To Deodorization Using Ozone. This 200-plus page publication details the best ways to
cleaning. The range of the Newaire™ HO3 - 2500 is 6,000 square feet.”
eliminate odors — from cigarette smoke in a guest room to deodorizing a crime scene —
She added that a good ozone generator is, and always will be, the best way to deodorize and everything in-between.
air, surfaces and to reach cracks and crevices. However, limitations in this
“The main point I want to make is, especially on a commercial basis, Queenaire
process occur in areas where people are also present.
Technologies is able to help with any type of odor and air quality problem.
“An hydroxyl generator can be used to fill this void for superior air
We can provide the solution, and have done so for the past 30 years,”
quality. With the Newaire™ HO3 - 2500 Air & Surface Treatment SysDuffy said. “We also have a large video library on our website
tem, Queenaire Technologies now offers two types of odor elimination
(www.ozoneexperts.com), which provides a wealth of information about
— ozone and hydroxyl — within the same machine,” Duffy said.
odor control and our products.”
“These are complementary technologies.”
Duffy added that offensive odors are often present where there are
Another popular product from Queenaire Technologies is the
ongoing issues with poor air quality. This can include areas that do not
Newaire™ Plugin Air Purifier. It’s designed to naturally deodorize
have proper ventilation.
rooms sized up to 500 square feet, eliminating odors caused by smoke,
“Every facility in the country deals with some type of odor issue. The
mold and mildew, pets, chemicals, garbage, cooking, etc. The
problem is, facility managers don’t always hear from customers about
Newaire™ Plugin incorporates a patented ion wind technology that althese issues. Instead, customers simply don’t come back. For example,
lows ozone to be circulated from the machine without the use of fans
there are hotels that receive complaints about odors only after conductor moving parts, ensuring silent operation.
ing quality assurance testing,” Duffy said. “Queenaire Technologies,
The product features a compact design that is less than 4 inches wide
well known over the years for its ozone generators, now also provides
by 6 inches high by 2 inches deep, and weighs less than 1 pound. There
equipment designed to combat offensive odors through ozone generation
are no parts or chemicals to replace. End-users just plug the product into
and hydroxyl air treatment. Such options balance one another when deala wall socket for years of silent and uninterrupted springtime fresh air.
ing with odors and contaminated air.
It’s perfect for continually removing odors in spaces such as kitchens,
“These units are portable and simple to operate. End-users can just turn
bathrooms, family rooms, laundry rooms, hallways, pet areas, hotel rooms,
them on and let them run. With a small footprint, they use minimal space.”
offices, classrooms, hospitals, nursing homes, boats, recreation vehicles,
Visit www.ozoneexperts.com or
fitness centers and day care centers.
call
1-866-676-9663
for more information.
The Newaire™ Plugin Air Purifier
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From Nyco Products:

Dynamic Deodorizing Duo
For Restrooms:

MARVALOSA Urinal Screen And
MARVALOSA MicroAir 3000

Professional MARVALOSA lavender-scented odor
control urinal screens can
be used in any restroom to
prevent plugging and
clogging, while deodorizing for 30-45 days. The
flexible shape of MARVALOSA Urinal Screen
will conform to any urinal, and is ideal for use
in public facilities such
as schools, office buildings, hotels, food service
establishments, hospitals, long-term care environments and
manufacturing.

Pair MARVALOSA Urinal Screens with
MARVALOSA MicroAir 3000 Metered Air
Freshener for pleasant, lavender-scented deodorizing. The botanical lavender scent of
MARVALOSA MicroAir 3000 is a complex,
long-lasting fragrance that is suitable for
restrooms and more. Use with MARVALOSA MicroAir Dispenser in offices, break
rooms, schools, health & fitness clubs, reception areas and anywhere that air freshening is desired. With 3,000 pre-measured
sprays, this air freshener is effective in room
sizes up to 6,000 cubic feet.
MARVALOSA Urinal Screen and MicroAir 3000 make a dynamic deodorizing
duo for public restrooms. Both items are part
of the Nyco® MARVALOSA family of odor
control products.

Lasting Odor Suppressors From Protege'
At Innovative Chemical Corporation

Introducing a new product for deodorizing small spaces called, “Oh So
Natural.” This advanced odor releasing pouch delivers a minimum of 30 days
of fresh Odagon Lavender or Cherry scent. Oh So Natural joins the Protege'
line of premiere air refreshers and malodor cleaning agents.

EARTH FRIENDLY

Odagon Air Purifying Bag

Reodorize Your
Drawers,
Cars,
Closets
...any space
your nose
desires!

Lavender

So Natural

Among the products available for driving out foul smells are:
• BIOLOGICAL ODOR DESTROYER (B.O.D.), which digests malodors
and waste caused by dampness, mildew, mold, food, urine, vomit, fecal and
organic matter;
• DUMPSTER BREATH, which neutralizes odors emanating from trash
receptacles and any area trash may be stored;

• QUANTUM Q, a phosphate-free formulation designed to provide effective cleaning, deodorizing and disinfection specifically for hospitals, nursing
homes, schools and other institutions where housekeeping is of prime importance in controlling cross-contamination from treated surfaces; and,
• ODAGON, a highly concentrated water soluble deodorizer that does not
just mask odors, but destroys them. Powerful odor control agents eliminate
even the toughest odors, including smoke from fires, cigarettes and cooking.
Odagon suppresses and attacks odors caused by urine, vomit, decomposition,
mildew, etc. Ideal for use in institutions.

Innovative Chemical Corporation has provided quality jan/san chemicals
for over two decades, and the addition of Oh So Natural is part of the company’s drive to offer products to serve users with the ultimate in cleaning results. All of ICC’s chemical offerings are made in the United States, and with
the environment in mind at all times.
Visit www.iccmn.com
for more information.

Nyco Products Company is a privately owned manufacturer of high
performance cleaning, disinfecting and floor care brands, and a distributor of private branded chemicals used in the sanitary maintenance, industrial, institutional and other specialty cleaning markets.
Visit www.nycoproducts.com for more information.
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30 Days of
Guaranteed
Scent

QuestSpecialty Offers
Summer Camp Product Guide

During summer camp season, the American Camp Association’s hotline fields
calls from camps with questions about bed bugs, lice and mosquito-borne illnesses.
Camp administrators also need solutions for controlling odor in outhouses, disinfecting cabins and other maintenance issues.
QuestSpecialty Corporation
offers a Summer Camp Product Guide, which highlights a
line of camper-safe, non-toxic,
EPA 25(b) exempt bio-pesticides for addressing bed bugs,
cockroaches, ants, millipedes
and lice.

From APC Filtration Inc.:
Janitized® Aftermarket Restoration Filters

Activated carbon air filters are the perfect solution for odor control. Carbon prefilters should be used in conjunction with HEPA filters when air scrubbing and odor
control is required. Janitized®, a division of APC Filtration Inc., has an extensive
line of aftermarket, air scrubbing filters.
The company offers carbon pre-filters, HEPA filters as well as pleated media prefilters for air scrubbing. A line of restoration-focussed products includes filters designed to fit Dri-Eaz and Phoenix machines. View a full line by visiting the
company’s website.

Additionally, the product
guide lists the most popular
specialty maintenance products
for cabins, dining halls, restrooms and outdoor activities.
The Summer Camp Product
Guide is available at
www.QuestSpecialty.com.

New Products From Air-Scent International
New Battery/Electric Professional
Air Care Diffuser System

“The new Aroma Beam™ scent delivery
system utilizes totally dry vapor technology. There are no messy liquids or sprays,
and no complicated timers to set. Aroma
Beam™ is simple to control with the intuitive Scent Bridge™ smart phone app for
Android and iOS,” said the company.
“Delicately traced Scentsia™ fragrance
formulations are developed specifically
for experiential scenting in large spaces.”
Visit www.airscent.com/aromabeam.

Air-Scent® International now offers the
Aroma One™ fan air care dispenser.
The diffuser allows for a choice of three
fan-cycle settings:
• Continuous (30-day) operation;
• Linear (30-day) operation for more
even refill performance; and,
• Extended (60-day) cycle.
“The Aroma One™ also switches from
battery to electric power on the fly with
the simple insertion of the included power New Spiralz™ 60 Day Air Care Refill
“Air-Scent® International has a patentcord,” said the company.
The Aroma One™ utilizes all Air- pending line of air care refills that work by
a new method. Spiralz™ capillary spiral
Scent® refills.
refills provide effective linear odor control
Visit www.airscent.com/aromaone.
for a full 60 days without the need for fans,
batteries or powered diffusion of any
type,” according to a press release.
“Though Spiralz™ holds more odor
counteractant fragrance than competing
brands, it will not leak, spill or drip in use
or shipping. Spiralz™ simple-to-service
dispenser was developed specifically with
jan/san consumers in mind. Choose from
12 trending fragrance. Distribution opportunities are now available.”
New Aroma Beam™ Large Area
App-Controlled Scent Diffuser
Contact Air-Scent® International at
Air-Scent® International has introduced
a patented large-area scent diffuser for 800-247-0770 or 412-252-2000 or visit
www.airscent.com/spiralz.
scent marketing applications.

Call toll free: 1-888-689-1235; Email: customerservice@apcfilters.com;
or visit www.janitized.com for more information.

Citrus Slam Carpet Cleaning Pre-Spray
From Warsaw Chemical

Warsaw Chemical now offers Citrus Slam, a concentrated, heavy-duty,
high-ph carpet cleaning pre-spray for
heavily soiled carpets, as part of the
Go Clean Supply line of products.
“This pre-spray is designed for
high traffic, severely soiled commercial and residential carpet applications, such as apartments, rentals,
dorms, offices and more. Citrus Slam
is formulated with Citrus Solvent, as
well as strong detergents, surfactants
and builders to suspend and lift heavy
soils and grease,” said Warsaw.

Warsaw Chemical has partnered
with Go Clean Supply to market its
complete line of professional carpet
care products. This line includes
spotters, boosters, pre-sprays, extraction cleaners, deodorizers, upholstery
cleaners, pet solutions, carpet & fabric protectors, low moisture cleaners
and tile cleaners.

Warsaw Chemical offers over two hundred janitorial, industrial, and automotive
detail chemical products throughout the United States and internationally.
For more information,
visit www.warsaw-chem.com.
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THE brand in Jansan talent acquisition. Ask any industry leader...

Michael J. Hawkins, Inc.

Over 25 Different
ENVIRONMENTALLY FRIENDLY

Cleaning Products

Consultants in Jansan Talent Acquisition
Phosphate

Connecting The
Perfect Client
With The Perfect
Candidate

1-847-705-5400

Chlorine

Visit us at www.meterpak.com for our
complete line of products. For
additional information, please email
us, meterpak@bellnet.ca or give us a
call at (905) 624-0366.

80 Years Of Jansan Experience

Anthony Trombetta
atrombetta@mjhawkinsinc.com
www.linkedin.com/in/anthony-trombetta-50a93a11/

and

Free Automatic Dishwash Detergent,
many types of Laundry Products, Hard
Surface Cleaners, Disinfectants and
Deodorizers, and Specialty Products.

Michael J. Hawkins, CFSP
mikehawkins@mjhawkinsinc.com
www.linkedin.com/in/mikehawkinsinc

www.mjhawkinsinc.com
Archive Issues of MSN Avilable At

www.meterpak.com
Email: meterpak@bellnet.ca
Tel: (905) 624-0366
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New FDA Food Truck Rule…SOLVED!
The Clearly Better Food Truck Cleaning & Sanitation Solution!

FSMA SOLUTION

CLEARLY BETTER CHEMISTRY & EQUIPMENT SYSTEM
LOWEST COST. SHORTEST TIME. MAXIMUM FOOD SAFETY.
· Mist provides full interior coverage, including refrigeration unit & ducting
· 15 minute truck turn around time
· Metal safe cleaner
· Sanitizes in 4 minutes - up to a remarkable 5 log germ reduction!
· Dry Mist / No Added Water / No Mixing / No Rinsing
· 24 Hour residual protection
Not Just Better...Clearly BetterTMTM!
· Works in Fruit, Vegetable or Protein processing facilities
Not Just Better...Clearly Better !
· Safe for use in refrigerated or dry storage areas
800.325.9218
* Log Reduction stands for a 10-fold reduction in numbers of live bacteria.
A "5-log reduction" means lowering the number of microorganisms by 100,000-fold.

800.325.9218
InterconChemical.com
InterconChemical.com
ClearlyBetter.com
ClearlyBetter.com

